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by Kylie Lacey '11
News Staff
On Thursday, Feb. 26, Robert Gallo '59, M.D., visited '64 
Hall to give a presentation on the history of AIDS. Gallo co­
discovered the disease in the 1970s. Currently, he is the 
director of the Institute of Human Virology at the 
University of Maryland School of Medicine. 
Gallo and his colleagues break the histo­
ry of AIDS into five separate phases, calling 
the period from the 1970s until 1981 "The 
Silent Spread."
now that the virus was spreading in the
1950s," he said.
However, 1981 to 1982 was the "Recognition" era. 
Clusters of people, such as homosexual men, were emerg­
ing as groups most prone to contracting the disease. During 
the early 1980s it was unknown how the HIV virus was 
transmitted.
"Now everyone knows how AIDS is passed on," said 
Rachel Davison '11. "It's crazy that not so long ago, even 
doctors and scientists didn't know."
"1982 through 1985 was the 'Intense Discovery' 
time," Gallo said. "This was good but bad. Thick 
books were published, all that expected a vaccine 
to be made in the next few years."
Gallo says he believes the reason that a vac­
cine still has not been developed is because no 
one group is working on it. He says that 
progress is possible, but there needs to be 
cooperation between groups working to 
find a vaccine. Gallo said that, if only 12 
institution, working in conjunction with 
each other were funded with $10 million a 
year to research, then they may come closer to 
developing a vaccine.
It was during the "Intense Discovery" time that 
the virus was finally linked to AIDS. How it is trans­
mitted was discovered, as were the key viral proteins. 
The anti-viral drug AZT was created to ease the symp­
toms of AIDS sufferers. Blood testing was developed to 
detect the virus and to determine how to treat patients.
"Global Mobilization'' and "Ending the Spread" are ongo-
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The Department of Biology sponsored a lecture by 
Robert Gal Io, M.D. '59, co-discoverer of the AIDS virus 
last week in '64 Hall. Gallo talked about the strides 
that have been made in learning about the virus and 
the challenges which doctors still face.
Alumnus Shares
His Expertise on 
National 
Security Issues 
by Sara Beth Labanara '11
News Staff
Jim Ludes, '93, addressed a crowd in 
Moore Hall on Wednesday, Feb. 25, at 
7:00 p.m. concerning national security. 
Ludes' presentation was entitled 
American Power: Beyond 
CAMPUS ^e Department of 
NEWS Defense. He is the execu­
tive director of the 
American Security Project (ASP), a bipar­
tisan think-tank in Washington, D.C. 
ASP was founded in 2006 to educate the 
public on a broad range of national secu­
rity issues and the value of a principled 
approach to security. Ludes began his 
presentation by saying that he was there 
to talk about the national security chal­
lenges that are facing the Obama admin­
istration. He said that he wanted to talk 
about how we're doing with the War on 
Terror as well as climate change as a 
national security issue and the tools we 
have to address those issues.
"I want to try to communicate the 
complexity of the national security 
challenges that we face," said Ludes. "I 
want to stretch people's understanding 
of what it means when we talk about 
national security."
In addition to educating his audi­
ence on the national security issues 
and challenges of the 21st century,
EXPERT/Page 6
New Executive Director of Career Services Named
by Devin Murphy '10
News Editor
John Nonnamaker, Ph.D., executive 
director of the Office of Career Services, 
officially joined the Providence College 
community on Tuesday, March 3. He 
was initially scheduled to 
CAMPUS begin onMonday, March 
NEWS but due to the snow his
first day was postponed 
for one day.
A letter to the College community 
from Rev. Brendan Murphy, O.P., vice 
president of Student Affairs, said that 
Nonnamaker was selected from a 
highly competitive applicant pool of 
over 50 candidates.
Before coming to the College 
Nonnamaker worked at the University 
of Notre Dame, University of 
California Berkeley, Marquette 
University, and Fordham University.
Nonnamaker is still getting 
acquainted with PC. He says that after 
he has learned more about what the 
student body wants and needs he will 
develop a plan for what he wants to 
accomplish as executive director of the 
Office of Career Services.
"First I want to get a lay of the land," 
said Nonnamaker.
He recognizes that students gradu­
ating this year and possibly even the 
following year will be facing an 
extremely difficult job market, espe­
cially in Rhode Island. He is uncertain 
whether graduating students will be 
facing a completely stagnant job mar­
ket, a market that after it hits an all 
time low will bounce back, or a market 
that will see a more gradual decline 
and then a gradual increase in hiring.
He stresses the importance of net­
working and obtaining internships to 
secure job offers in the latter part of 
your senior year.
"I do know that it's going to be 
increasingly important for students 
here, just as students everywhere, in 
this economy to be as focused as they 
possibly can, to be as directed as they 
can, to develop a strong network," 
said Nonnamaker.
Nonnamaker came to PC because he 
wanted to lead an office, he was an 
associate director at MIT. He also said 
the people he met during the interview 
process strengthened his attraction to 
the College.
"I had always heard great things about 
Providence College," said Nonnamaker.
Nonnamaker lived in Cranston, R.I. 
for four years during which time he 
heard many positive things about PC. 
He also describes all the PC alumni he 
has met as "top notch."
"I am looking forward to leading, 
what's an amazing career office, in 
helping students navigate this particu­
larly challenging job market," said 
Nonnamaker.
Besides wanting to lead an office 
and being impressed with the PC com­
munity, a specific part of the mission 
statement also piqued Nonnamaker's 
interest. During the interview process 
he was required to write a response to 
the College's mission statement.
"I thought [this] was an interesting 
request," said Nonnamaker. "And real­
ly caused you to think about what 
makes the institution unique and the 
culture of the institution. And in the 
process I was really struck by the 
reflective nature of the Dominican 
Order, which is really key to good 
career development."
He focused on the phrase contem- 
plare et alliis tadere, which is translated 
as "to contemplate and to give to oth­
ers the fruit of your contemplation." 
According to Nonnamaker, this is 
exactly what good career development 
is all about.
"When I read that, it really struck 
me as one of the goals of network­
ing... of interning, of mentoring," said 
Nonnamaker. "And it just seems to be 
here's this 800-year-old tradition that 
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Darwin Panel Provides 
Interdiscipl inary Look at 
Evolut ionary Theory
This year marks the 200th anniversary 
of the birth of Charles Darwin. Darwin 
proposed the theory of evolution which 
states that through the process of natural 
selection, all species over time have 
evolved or developed from a common 
ancestor. In an attempt to commemorate 
the tremendous contributions that 
Darwin made to various fields of study, 
a Darwin Panel was held on Tues., 
March 3, 2009, in Moore Hall I at 4:00 
p.m., serving as the second of a series of 
three Darwin-related events being held 
at Providence College.
The purpose of the panel was to 
discuss the significant impact of 
Darwin's work over time and in con­
temporary society today. It included 
presentations from faculty members 
of Providence College's Departments 
of English, Biology, Philosophy and 
Theology. As moderator of the event, 
Fr. Nicanor Austriaco, O.P., of the 
Department of Biology, emphasized that 
a "liberal education promotes an inter­
disciplinary approach." Consequently, 
each member of the panel spoke to 
shed light on Darwin and how his 
teachings pertained to his or her spe­
cific educational discipline.
The presentation began with 
Elizabeth Bridgham, Ph.D., of the 
Department of English. In her discus­
sion, she demonstrated how Darwin's 
evolutionary theories have contributed 
to the literary and cultural domains. 
Bridgham first emphasized the fact 
that Darwin's evolutionary teaching 
was a work of literature: a book pub­
lished in 1859 entitled On the Origin of 
Species. This book demonstrates the
DAN NIETO 'ii/The Co’
Darwin Panel included El izabeth Bridgham, Ph.D.; C.B. Wood. Ph.D.; Laura Landen, Ph. D.; and Patrick Reid, Ph. D.
creative way in which Darwin pub­
lished his ideas and his attempt to 
appeal to his audience as a successful 
narrator. He incorporates elements of 
literature such as metaphors, in which 
he "likens reading the world to read­
ing a history, and humanizes the 
process," according to Bridgham.
Since 1859 literature and the arts 
have appealed to the aesthetic imagi­
nation and have reinstated Darwin's 
theory through production of "anx­
ious" literary meditations. Themes 
of Darwinism are still prevalent in 
the literary and cultural realms 
today, as is evident in numerous 
films, plays, and comics.
Next to present was C. B. Wood, 
Ph.D., of the Department of Biology. 
Darwin adamantly "understood the 
difference between fact and theory," 
said Wood, which he said is an 
important scientific consideration. 
Wood said that the main conclusion 
was that "genetic evidence supports 
the ultimate connection of all life on 
earth." Wood also emphasized the 
field of sociobiology, which emerged 
with E.O. Wilson and deals with the 
issue of the degree of genetic influ­
ence on human behavior.
Laura Landen, Ph.D., professor and 
chair in the Department of 
Philosophy, followed with an ethical 
aspect, stating that "the most deeply 
felt moral instincts developed in 
humans through evolution." 
Emotions and moral sentiments stem 
from intuition, rationality, and knowl­
edge, components of the human brain 
that have evolved over time. In this 
sense, "evolution does not produce 
notions of right and wrong, but helps 
us develop principles of morality," 
said Landen.
Finally, Patrick Reid, Ph.D. of the 
Department of Theology, addressed 
the theological aspect. It is widely 
known that the creation stories with­
in the Bible are often seen in a sensi­
tive light with Darwin's seemingl 
conflicting ideas. Reid emphasize 
that "you do not read the Bible fc 
science," and that we should nc 
turn to the Bible to discover scientil 
ic truths.
"I believe that evolutional concept 
are compatible with religious writing 
if one accepts the writings for thei 
individual truths," said Reid.
Rather, the Genesis stories indicat 
the notions of humanity as created b 
God and destined for ultimat 
immortality.
Following the four presentations, 
question-and-answer session wa 
held in which the importance o 
Darwin's evolutionary theory wa 
reiterated. Emphasis was placed oi 





















Night, Moore Hall II
7:00 p.m. Men's Ice 
Hockey vs. Boston 
University, Schneider
9:45 a.m. Dance for 
Children, Smith 
Center for the Arts
11:00 a.m. Mixed

























Media by Providence Lobby Lobby Lobby
College Studio Art 2:00 p.m. Gearing Up
Faculty, Smith Center 9:00 a.m. Paintings by for the Teach Job 9:00 a.m. Paintings by 9:00 a.m. Paintings
for the Arts, Reilly Jason Fiering, Hunt- Search, Slavin Center, Jason Fiering, Hunt- by Jason Fiering,
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Mike McNamara Benefit Concert Supports Alumnus
by Meghan Conway '12
News Staff
On Sunday, March 1, 2009, the 
Providence College Department of 
Music hosted a concert in the Ryan 
Concert Hall ‘ -
CAMPUS
NEWS
in the Smith Center for 
the Arts to benefit recent 
graduate Mike
McNamara '08. Profits 
went to the Mike 
McNamara Benefit Fund. With a total 
earning of over $8,000, the benefit's 
profits far surpassed the department's 
set goal of $5,000. Donations were 
received from the concert, as well as 
from states across the country, includ­
ing Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut., Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey, and California.
Christiane Darby '09, McNamara's 
friend and fellow musician, also raised 
donations for the Mike McNamara 
Fund by selling bracelets that read, 
"Live with Passion." The bracelets 
were sold at the concert as well.
McNamara was diagnosed with a 
brain tumor on Commencement Day 
2008. Following his diagnosis, 
McNamara underwent surgery, 
chemotherapy, and radiation treat­
ment. After spending five months in 
the hospital, McNamara is now recov­
ering at home, in New Britain, 
Connecticut and going to Gaylord 
Hospital for physical therapy three 
times a week.
While at Providence College, 
McNamara was a music major special­
izing in the saxophone. He participated 
in numerous musical activities on cam-
to College's Mission, 
Liberal Arts Tradition
PHOTO COURTESY OF JENNIFER BILL
Soul Explosion was one of the many groups that performed at the Mike 
McNamara Benefit Concert on Sunday, March 1, 2009. All concert proceeds 
went to the Mike McNamara Benefit Fund.
pus, including the saxophone quartet, 
symphonic winds, pit orchestra, jazz 
big band, concert chorale, and Soul 
Explosion. He took private lessons for 
saxophone, piano composition, flute, 
and clarinet. McNamara was also a stu­
dent teacher at South Kingstown High 
School and Waddington Elementary 
School. McNamara was the recipient 
of the Rev. Leo S. Cannon, O.P. Award 
from the Department of Music, an 
honor given to the senior most 
involved in the department during 
their four years at the College.
The benefit concert was organized by 
Jennifer Bill, Ph.D., of the Department of 
Music; Patricia Cichy, Ph.D., Cheryl 
Barry, administrative assistant in the 
Department of Music; the Smith Center 
for the Arts; Darby; and many others 
from the Department of Music. The 
organization of the benefit began about 
nine months ago. Cichy and Bill were 
both actively involved in McNamara's 
academics while he was at PC.
The concert, titled "Live With 
Passion," was highlighted with many 
performances by groups that 
McNamara was involved in while at 
PC. His extensive musical passion 
was exhibited at the concert. The 
individuals who performed were 
well acquainted with McNamara and 
each shared a memory they had of 
him before their performances.
"Mike was always sure to dance a lit­
tle bit while he played his senior recital 
piece, Scaramouche," said Bill, before 
playing McNamara's senior recital piece 
on her saxophone. "I'll do my best with 
the dancing."
Along with Bill's performance were 
the Gil Evans Ensemble; the Gil Evans 
Combo; Kevin Black '09, who sang a 
medley of songs from musicals that 
McNamara performed in the pit 
orchestra; Christopher T. Kelton, 
Ph.D., of the Department of Music, 
who played some of McNamara's 
favorite jazz songs; Sean Wright '08; 
and Michael C. Kregler, of the 
Department of Music, who performed 
a piece specially composed for the con­
cert for the Saxophone Quartet, and 
Soul Explosion.
Mike and his family attended the 
concert and were grateful for all the 
love and support. They enjoyed seeing 
friends from the Department of Music.
"This concert benefitted Mike in 
more way than one," said John 
McNamara, Mike's father, after the 
show. "The support he's received from 
his teachers, friends, and peers is out­
standing. It was a great experience for 
him to be back here at PC. He was 
beaming the entire concert."
Bill and Cichy will both continue 
to accept donations for the Mike 
McNamara Benefit Fund. Checks 
should be made payable to the Mike 
McNamara Benefit Fund.
continued from front page
He also was impressed that 
Providence College is the only col­
lege in the country run by 
Dominican priests. According to 
Nonnamaker, marry other colleges 
and universities are now trying to 
develop more reflective opportuni­
ties, such as PC encourages, for its 
students as part of its mission.
"I was drawn by the opportunity to 
work at an institution who's mission is 
so closely aligned with career develop­
ment," said Nonnamaker.
Nonnamaker's past experiences at 
other institutions have helped him to 
learn much about the important 
aspects of career services.
During his time at Emerson 
College he said it was very impor­
tant for the students he worked with 
to get internships. He started at 
Emerson as the dean of students and 
then changed positions to become 
the head of career services.
"I worked with all students, but primari­
ly first-year students," said Nonnamaker.
He also developed and taught a 
first-year experience program for 
Emerson students, which included a 
career development component.
According to Nonnamaker, Emerson 
offers highly specialized majors such as 
theatre, dance, radio, and film, with com­
munication components. According to 
Nonnamaker, students at Emerson usually 
entered career fields that included a culture 
of apprenticeship, making it very impor­
tant for students to network and use their 
connections to get jobs upon graduation.
"That was really good practice for me 
because what's becoming increasingly 
important is the need to network.. .in all 
sectors now, but also the way that intern­
ships are emerging as a way for students 
to demonstrate the skills needed for 
employers," said Nonnamaker.
Nonnamaker also said that more 
and more employers are using their 
internship programs as recruitment 
methods to find new employees who 
will make the transition to full-time 
employment more smoothly.
"What I began working with at 
Emerson has become almost universal 
across all sectors, not just the entertain­
ment industry," said Nonnamaker.
After working at Emerson 
Nonnamaker took a job at MIT as 
director of the Global Education and 
Career Development Center. There 
he also worked with students who 
had highly specialized majors in 
engineering, mathematics, and tech­
nology. According to Nonnamaker, 
half of the student body upon grad­
uation went into the work force and 
half went on to graduate school.
'We worked with everyone from fresh­
man, to post-doctoral students, and post­
doctoral Fellows," said Nonnamaker.
PC will differ from Nonnamaker's 
experience with other schools such as 
MIT. He said that he needs to get a feel 
for the career trajectory of graduating 
students and alumni coming with a 
liberal arts background as opposed to 
a highly specialized background.
"I think there will be a lot that will be 
similar, but there will be a new opportu­
nity for me to work with humanities 
education, [and] liberal arts students, 
that you have here at Providence 
College, which I didn't have a chance to 
work with at MIT," he said.
He plans on working with students to 
use their liberal arts backgrounds to help 
them find graduate schools and employ­
ment opportunities.
Nonnamaker also worked at 
Fordham University where he was the 
assistant dean of students. There he 
specifically worked with incoming 
freshman and was heavily involved in 
the orientation program.
NONNAMAKER: Drawn
Missed the recent Blood Drive?
Don't Worry! You still have a chance to save some- 
ones life, remember 1 person makes a difference!
We are located at 405 Promenade Street, 
riqht behind the Providence Place Mall.
Monday - Thursday from 8:00am - 8.0 pm 
Friday from 7:30am - 5:30pm 
Saturday from 7:30am - 2:30pm
take the RIPTA 26/Atwells Ave/Ric bus. It will drop you 
off Monday through friday right in front of the Blood Center.
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Congress Discusses New Uses for IDs and Supporting Faculty
STUDENT
CONGRESS
by Devin Murphy '10
News Editor
Student Congress was presented 
with two future pieces of legislation on 
Tuesday, March 2. The first was pre­
sented by Class of 2011 president, 
Patricia Carroll and 
vice president Tim 
O'Mara about the use 
of PC student identifi­
cation cards at off-campus vendors.
The second was a presentation by 
Dan Moyer '09 of the Clubs and 
Organizations Committee, sponsored 
by Billy Byrne '09, executive treasurer, 
advocating for Congress to support 
the faculty in their fight to ensure that 
future policy decisions are not made 
without communication between the 
faculty and the administration first.
The Class of 2011 has been in the 
process of developing legislation 
since September concerning the 
expanded use of PC IDs. According 
to Carroll and O'Mara, they are inter­
ested in negotiating terms with off- 
campus merchants and vendors to 
allow the use of PC cash at their 
establishments. This would enable 
students to go to nearby establish­
ments, such as LaSalle Bakery, The 
Abbey, and other places and pur­
chase food or pay for services with 
PC Cash.
The proposed legislation was well 
received by some Congress members.
"Probably in my four years on 
Congress this could be the best 
piece.. .of legislation passed, and it's so 
different than what we've seen," said 
Jesse DePatsy, Class of 2009 president.
The Class has conducted a study of 
other institutions which currently have 
contracts with outside vendors to allow 
students to purchase items off-campus 
using their ID cards. They focused on 
three institutions: Seton Hall 
University, Fairfield University, and the 
University of Vermont, which were 
concluded to have the models which 
would serve the College best. The three 
institutions reported that local stores 
and restaurants saw anywhere from a 
10 to 20 percent increase in business 
due to the use of student id cards.
The proposed legislation proposes 
that students will be able to put PC 
cash on their ID cards, just as they do 
now. However, instead of only using 
PC cash at the bookstore and at vend­
ing machines on campus, students will 
be able to use their ID cards to pay for 
purchases made off campus.
There was some concern about the 
availability of places to put PC cash on 
ID cards.
"All I want to suggest that if the 
school does do this, that they put 
more black boxes on campus, 
because I only know of a few," said 
Jacquie DeSisto '10.
If the legislation were to pass and it 
was approved by the administration 
an agreement would have to be struck 
between the outside vendors and 
Blackboard. The College will not be 
responsible for negotiating contracts 
with outside vendors. Blackboard is 
the company which keeps track of the 
money students spend at Alumni Food 
Court, Raymond Hall Cafeteria, 
Jazzman's Cafe, and the convenience 
store per swipe.
The merchants and vendors, if 
they chose to participate in the pro­
gram, would have to purchase a 
machine which would be capable of 
swiping student ids, which would be 
obtained from Blackboard. Carroll 
and O'Mara said that the machines 
cost approximately $100 and $50 for 
the printer.
No off-campus merchants or ven­
dors will be approached about joining 
the program until the 
legislation has
passed and all of the 
details are finalized. 
Congress would sup­
ply Blackboard with 
a list of possible ven­
dors for the program; 
the company would 
then be responsible 
for the finite details.
The College would 
then have an account 
in which all students 
PC cash was deposit­
ed. At the end of every 
month the College would pay the ven­
dors out of that account using the money 
which students put on their ID cards.
Currently, Seton Hall has $1 million 
in its account. The University of 
Vermont has $3.5 million.
Having PC cash to spend off-cam­
pus would not interfere with the con­
tract the College has with Sodexo. PC 
cash and Friar Bucks are separate and 
would remain separate. Students 
would still receive the same number of 
Friar Bucks as they do now according 
to their meal plans. Carroll said that 
the Class of 2011 would ensure that PC 
cash rolled over from year to year as 
opposed to Friar Bucks, which only 
roll over from semester to semester.
The Class of 2011 also conducted a 
survey in Ray Cafeteria and Alumni 
Food Court among students to gauge 
their reception to the idea of being able to 
use their PC cash off campus. O'Mara 
and Carroll clarified that the survey was 
not intended to target mostly underclass­
men, but mostly underclassmen hap­
pened to be in both places while they 
were surveying students. Five hundred 
students were surveyed. Sixty-five per­
This legislation deals strictly with 
the way in which the pol icies 
were enacted. It has nothing to 
do with whether we agree or d is- 
agree with the pol icies.
Dan Moyer'09
cent of those students surveyed respond­
ed that they would be very likely to use 
PC cash off campus. Eighteen percent of 
students said they would be somewhat 
likely to use PC cash off-campus.
There was some question as to 
whether or not enabling students to use 
PC cash off would really be effective.
"One of the things I was kind of con­
cerned about is...what's the difference 
then from me using...my Sovereign 
debit account other than my PC ID?" 
asked Sean Jones '10.
O'Mara responded that for students 
who go off campus for any reason it is 
actually safer to carry a student ID with 
money on it as opposed to a debit card.
Students will also have a hotline that 
they will be able to call if the card is 
lost or stolen, so they can stop all 
charges made on it, be reimbursed, 
and get a new card.
A stipulation of the cards will be 
that students will not be able to use the 
PC cash on them to purchase alcohol. 
However, if the 
legislation does 
pass and is 
approved by the 
administration 
many of the local 
restaurants where 
PC cash will be 
accepted also serve 
alcohol. If students 
are 21 years old or 
older then they will 
have to purchase
 alcohol using a dif- 
ferent method than 
their PC cash.
Plans to move forward with the leg­
islation will take place following stu­
dents' return from break. The legisla­
tion will then be posted for Congress 
members to view on ANGEL and it 
will then be voted on the following 
week. From there, the Class of 2011 
plans to encourage the administration 
to act on it as quickly as possible on 
moving the legislation forward.
"I don't know if this is something 
they'll be able to do by the end of the 
school year, to start on it," said Carroll.
After the Class of 201 l's presenta­
tion Dan Moyer, introduced by Billy 
Byrne, proposed legislation that 
would officially declare that Student 
Congress does not approve of the pro­
cedure followed to enact the new poli­
cy banning faculty's children and pets 
from campus.
"This legislation deals strictly with 
the way in which the policies were 
enacted," said Moyer. "It has nothing 
to do with whether we agree or dis­
agree with the policies."
Moyer said that he was presenting 
the legislation because he felt strongly 
about the issue, the faculty was look­
ing for a response from students, and 
because he feels that Congress cannot 
support an administration that does 
not take into account student and fac­
ulty opinion when making decisions 
which affect them.
"It's very important to note that fac­
ulty is just as upset about these poli­
cies as we were about the alcohol poli­
cy," said Moyer.
Moyer read the e-mail aloud which 
was sent to all faculty and staff regard­
ing the new policies. It did not offer 
any explanation for why the policies 
were enacted. It simply instructed fac­
ulty and staff to click on a link which 
would direct them to where the new 
policies are posted.
Faculty Senate passed a resolution on 
Feb. 4, the day after they were notified 
about the policies, asking the administra­
tion to reconsider the policies.
There were varying opinions among 
Congress member as to whether or not 
Congress should support the faculty.
Tim O'Mara said that he was 
opposed to supporting the faculty's 
resolution because he does not feel 
that the classroom is somewhere that 
students or pets should be.
Elian Seidel '10 agreed with O'Mara.
"I don't necessarily think that this is 
something that Congress should be 
addressing, whether or not a faculty 
member has their child or animal on 
campus is not ideal," said Seidel. "I 
don't want my professor bringing in 
their six-year-old to color in the back of 
my classroom, while they're getting 
paid to teach me here."
Seidel did say that she thought 
Congress should use the situation to 
better their situation with Faculty 
Senate, and she said if that is how the 
legislation is carried out then she 
would be in favor of it.
Joe Miller '10 was in favor of the 
legislation.
"I strongly support this legislation, 
and I think it's been made pretty straight­
forward in the legislation that we're deal­
ing with.. .the process as opposed to the 
content of the policy," said Miller. "The 
chances that are intentions will be misin­
terpreted should not stop us from some­
thing. . .important to address.. .1 think it's 
important to stand united with the facul­
ty on this issue."
Student Congress will meet again to 
discuss these issues after the break.
For more Student Congress
News visit
www.pcstudentcongress.com
Executive Treasurer's Responsibilities Revoked
STUDENT
CONGRESS
by Devin Murphy '10
News Editor
Liz Wolf '09, president of Student 
Congress, officially announced to 
Student Congress at its weekly meet­
ing on Tuesday, March 2, that Billy 
Byrne '09, executive 
treasurer of Student 
Congress, would be 
relieved of his respon­
sibilities as treasurer temporarily.
At the beginning of the meeting 
Wolf read a statement to Congress to 
prove and support her claim that her 
decision to relieve Byrne from his 
responsibilities was constitutional.
Wolf relinquished the chair as presi­
dent to vice president Shannon Case 
'09, and then addressed Congress.
"As you know, a decision was made 
last week to re-delegate our treasurer's 
responsibilities to others," said Wolf. 
"I have been talking with cabinet as 
we 1 as with the Committee on 
Planning and Steering. I am going to 
be giving a statement and they are 
going to be deeming whether it is an 
extenuating circumstance or not."
Before Wolf read her statement to 
Congress, Case said a few words on 
behalf of the executive board.
"Before we get to Liz's statement 
and the decision [by the Committee on 
Legislation] I just want to speak on 
behalf of the executive] board," said 
Case. "Obviously the circumstance 
that's been spoken of has fueled a lot 
of personal and emotional reactions 
the past few days, and rightfully so. 
We are...appreciative that you are all 
so passionate about it, but I would just 
like to say that although there may be 
differences in opinion among us I 
think that professionally we are all in 
this room for the same reason, and 
after Liz's statement and the decision is 
made, I really hope that we can contin­
ue as a unified body to accomplish all 
the goals that we have set out for our­
selves for the year."
Wolf then read her statement aloud 
to Congress. The statement detailed 
problems that have been on going 
since the end of last semester and the 
beginning of this semester. Wolf 
specifically cited that on Dec. 11, 2008, 
the administrative assistant to, Chris 
Fortunato, the associate vice president 
for Student Affairs, received 24 vouch­
ers from Byrne. Among those vouchers 
was a receipt from Aug. 27, 2008, 11 
receipts from October, eight receipts 
from November, and four receipts 
from December.
"In addition to this there were 
errors in calculations in 6 vouchers," 
said Wolf.
Wolf continued to detail problems 
which included the Women's Ruby 
Team playing a tournament in January 
without uniforms, and the men's vol­
leyball team not receiving uniforms 
because the vendor never received 
payment. A student from the African- 
American Society had also had an out­
standing voucher for reimbursement 
for $897.19 from October, which had 
not been filled. Rev. Brendan Murphy, 
O.P., was also contacted by an outside 
vendor concerning payment for 1,000 
tee-shirts for Congress, which it had 
not been paid for. Student Affairs had 
also taken money out of clubs agency 
funds to be repaid with allocated 
funds because they had not received a 
voucher from Student Congress.
According to Wolf, she approached 
Byrne on Feb. 18 and Feb. 20 to discuss 
the matter. She said that Byrne told her 
that he had not turned in any vouchers 
since December and he refused her 
help with the issue.
According to Wolf, Student 
Congress has been unaccountable 
for funds totaling nearly $400,000 
since January. Byrne's computer 
which contained all the information 
for the allocated funds of every club 
and organization on campus crashed 
in early January. All of the informa­
tion was lost.
Wolf then argued that Byrne had 
been neglecting his responsibilities as 
executive treasurer.
On Wednesday, Feb. 24, Wolf 
approached Fortunato about the prob­
lems without first consulting the exec­
utive board of Student Congress. She 
then made the decision to ask the
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Res Life Clarifies Suites Gunmen Ordeal
by Rick Kurker '09
Asst. News Editor
On Sunday, Feb. 8, 2009, at approxi­
mately 3:00 a.m., several students occu­
pied Providence College's Suites Hall 
Pavilion bearing airsoft pistols. Last 
week, The Cowl reported 
CAMPUS on the incident based on 
NEWS the report from the Office 
of Safety and Security, as 
well as from students 
who witnessed it. Now, the Office of 
Residence Life has made available fur­
ther information to 
clear up the story.
Dr. Steven Sears, 
dean of the Office of 
Residence Life, said 
that at around 3:00 
a.m., a resident in 
Suites Hall went to 
the resident assistant 
to inform him that 
there were students 
in the Suites Pavilion 
with airsoft guns. 
Sears said that the 
resident assistant 
then assessed the sit­
uation from the third floor, which over­
looks the pavilion, and saw that there 
were two male students with projectile 
guns, not five or six students as several 
student eyewitnesses had recalled.
Sears said that the resident assis­
Duffy was the hall director on 
call.The R.A. contacted him, 






continued from page 4
Committee on Legislation to revoke 
Byrne's responsibilities.
"As Legislative Affairs, as Congress, 
and as a student body, I urge you to 
look beyond the way the decision was 
made, and see a huge issue that pre­
sented itself that needed urgent 
action," said Wolf.
She said that the current situation 
caused by the events over the past 
month have resulted in an "extenuat­
ing circumstance."
"Given the evidence, I had proper 
reason to conclude that* the executive 
treasurer of Student Congress was 
incapable of continuing his responsi­
bilities, and had to make a decision 
promptly," said Wolf. "I ask that the 
Committee on Legislative Affairs of 
the Student Congress review the evi­
dence provided and deem this an 
'extenuating circumstance.'"
Wolf delivered the statement asking 
for the situation to be considered as an 
"extenuating circumstance" to the 
Committee on Legislative Affairs the 
same day that she read it aloud to 
Congress. She had from Sunday, 
March 1, until Tuesday, March 3, to get 
the request to the Committee on 
Legislative Affairs. According to Wolf, 
the Committee took about an hour to 
formulate its response to her request.
Liane Nadeau '11, chair of the 
Committee on Legislative Affairs, 
delivered its response to Congress 
after Wolf's statement.
"Many of you are and have been 
questioning the constitutionality of the 
decision made by our president, Liz 
Wolf, last week," said Nadeau.
Nadeau continued to read from 
Student Congress' constitution. She 
read the responsibilities of the presi­
dent of Congress, which are to attend 
all meetings, to direct its activities, per­
form all the parliamentary duties 
required, and represent the student 
body when the occasion arises.
"The president will also have the 
right to exercise such powers in exten­
uating circumstances as may be 
deemed necessary and proper for the 
tant then immediately contacted 
Richard Duffy, the East Campus 
Apartment director for the Office of 
Residence Life.
"Duffy was the hall director on call," 
said Sears. "The R.A. contacted him, and 
[Duffy] immediately contacted security."
As indicated last week, several stu­
dents had wondered why the Office of 
Safety and Security had no informa­
tion, but Sears said that, in fact, a secu­
rity report was filed at 3:16 a.m.
"Once the R.A. knew security was 
contacted, he confronted the students 
and requested their 
IDs," said Sears.
According to 
Sears, the students 
started to leave at 
this point, but Sears 
said that security 
officers responded 
quickly, confronting 
the two students 
and confiscating 
their plastic guns. 
Sears reiterated that 
projectile devices 
are not allowed on 
campus, which 
made the students' actions a clear vio­
lation of the Student Handbook.
Sears said that the Office of Safety 
and Security met the two students out 
in the street in front of Suites Hall, 
which matches the security report 
performance for his or her duties," 
said Nadeau. "During any College 
recess the president shall inform the 
Congress of any decisions that affects 
the needs of Student Congress, and he 
or she will be responsible for the said 
decisions."
Nadeau said that if the circum­
stances were indeed extenuating 
then Wolf did have the right to 
relieve Byrne from his responsibility 
as treasurer.
"We decided that if this situation 
was indeed extenuating then the pres­
ident had the right to remove the pow­
ers of our treasurer," said Nadeau.
The Committee defined extenuating 
circumstances as "dire and immedi­
ate." Based on the evidence presented 
by Wolf the circumstances are consid­
ered dire and immediate. The commit­
tee then said that Byrne will not hold 
his powers as treasurer until the situa­
tion is remedied and no longer a threat 
to Student Congress and the student 
body. Congress will vote on legislation 
to approve the creation of a finance 
committee. The finance committee will 
oversee Student Congress' the respon­
sibilities of the treasurer until the 
extenuating circumstance has passed.
"This board will evaluate the situa­
tion and decide if and when it will no 
longer be a threat for Billy [Byrne] to 
regain his rights and responsibilities," 
said Nadeau.
Nadeau said that the Committee on 
Legislative Affairs reached its decision 
"objectively" and while upholding 
what it interprets its rights to be and 
the rights of die president as according 
to the constitution.
No discussion followed Nadeau's 
reading of the Committee on 
Legislative Affairs. Wolf told Congress 
members that if there were any ques­
tions to contact her. Nadeau also said 
that she would answer any questions.
Second semester allocations have 
been completed without knowledge of 
how much money clubs and organiza­
tions have spent thus far this year. 
Student Affairs and Wolf have yet to 
sign off on the allocations. 
described by Maj. Jack Leyden, execu­
tive director of the Office of Safety and 
Security, last week. Leyden had said 
that two students had been reported to 
be in possession of air guns in front of 
Suites Hall on Feb. 8.
"Officers responded and located 
the two students walking toward 
Fennell Hall," said Leyden last week. 
"The weapons were confiscated and 
found to be plastic airsoft pistols."
It was indicated last week by student 
eyewitnesses that this security report was 
a seperate incident from the ordeal inside 
Suites Pavilion, but in 
fact, Sears said that 
these incidents were 
one and the same, as 
the students who had 
been in Suites 
Pavilion walked out­
side and were conse­
quently met by secu­
rity officers.
Though the reper­
cussions for the stu­
dents' actions remain 
confidential, Leyden 
indicated last week 
that the students were 
referred to the Office of Student Conduct 
and dealt with accordingly.
The resident assistant who dealt 
with the situation said that he updated 
the original students who had come to 
him in the first place, assuring them 
that everything had been dealt with.
Stephanie Kanniard '11 said last 
week that she was threatened by the 
students and told that she "better 
run," but Sears said that neither the 
resident assistant nor the Office of 
Residence Life had been informed of 
any threatening remarks. The resident 
assistant said that if he had been 
informed that threats were made, he 
would have informed his residents 
immediately.
"If you feel threatened, call securi­
ty," Sears said.
However, because the situation was 
Officers responded and locat­
ed the two students walking 
toward Fennell Hall.The 
weapons were confiscated and 
found to be plastic aire pistols.
Major Jack Leyden
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dealt with by security, the resident 
assistant said that even though the 
guns looked real, they were not actual­
ly real, so there was not a threat to any­
one's safety. The resident assistant said 
he told his residents that the situation 
had been dealt with, and that there 
was no danger to their safety. Sears 
said that this might explain why stu­
dents felt they were given a vague 
description of what had happened.
Overall, Sears said he was pleased 
with the way the resident assistant dealt 
with the incident.
"I am completely 
confident in the way 
the R.A. handled the 
situation," said Sears.
Sears also indicat­
ed that the Office of 
Safety and Security 
responded very 
quickly to the call 
from Duffy, describ­
ing it as a "pretty 
immediate response" 
that occurred over 
the course of only a 
few minutes.
Both Sears and the
resident assistant said that the version 
of the story described by eyewitnesses 
last week could have provoked panic 
because it seemed as though the resi­
dent assistant did not react appropri­
ately, but their clarification of the inci­
dent shows that he did the right thing.
"The situation was handled appro­
priately," said the resident assistant.
Regarding last week's article, the 
resident assistant said to "check your 
sources." However, when asked about 
the situation last week, Sears had 
declined comment, and since resident 
assistants cannot speak with The Cowl, 
the only sources available were 
Leyden and eyewitnesses.
Specific details about the people 
involved could not be released due to 
confidentiality.
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EXPERT: Speaks About 
Terrorists and Global 
Warming
continued from front page
Ludes' goal was to get people talking 
about these issues in order to encour­
age change.
"And hopefully I'm going to inspire 
a lot of you to keep talking about this 
because that's the only way we're 
going stimulate change in the real 
world," said Ludes.
After addressing his objectives for 
the presentation, Ludes admitted that 
he was in fact trying to sell something 
to the group.
"I'm selling a choice between nation­
al security built on fear and one that's 
built on hope," said Ludes.
Next, he addressed the topic of ter­
rorism. Ludes said that terrorists have 
political intent. It's typically used by 
small groups against more militarily 
powerful nations, said Ludes. They 
want to create political pressure on 
governments' responsiveness to the 
public so that people force change on 
the government's policy.
Ludes then moved to the topic of ter­
rorist organization, Al-Qaeda and he 
addressed their intentions behind attack­
ing the United States on Sept. 11, 2001.
"They seek to restore the caliphate: a 
state run by religious rules," said 
Ludes. "In other words, they seek 
power and the United States has 
become the enemy. On September 11th 
they struck a ferocious blow; it was 
spectacular and it was terrifying."
Next, Ludes wanted to hypothetical­
ly ask the group if there was another 
explanation to 9/11. He asked what 
happened that day from a broader 
analytical perspective.
"Was this a ferocious attack by a 
vibrant terrorist organization or was it 
the last gasp of a dying movement?" 
asked Ludes.
Ludes alluded to research conduct­
ed by a friend of his, David Rapoport, 
Ph.D from the University of California 
at Los Angeles and the idea that there 
have been four waves of terrorism. The 
theory is that on 9/11 the Islamic wave 
of terrorism had reached his peak and 
was starting to dissipate, said Ludes. 
He then focused on the "War on 
Terror" in which he believes we are 
not doing well. Ludes attributed the 
United States' poor performance to 
three main factors: the number of ter­
rorist incidents around the world post 
9/11, terrorist financing, and public 
attitudes towards the United States in 
the Muslim world.
"The bottom line is that terrorist 
incidents are up by a lot, international 
support for the United States is down 
by a lot, and Al-Qaeda remains gov­
erned by a dynamic ideology that the 
United States has failed to counter 
effectively," said Ludes.
Ludes also emphasized the impor­
tance of creating what he referred to as 
an "enduring legal framework for the 
War on Terror." He said the United 
States has failed at this over the past 
seven or eight years.
"With a legal framework in place we 
can prosecute terrorist suspects," said 
Ludes. "My own personal argument is 
that we can do that in the judicial sys­
tem. First we've got to clean up the 
mess that's festered down at 
Guantanamo Bay."
Ludes then shifted gears and began 
to discuss climate change as a national 
security issue.
"The melting of sea ice is a problem 
because it tells us that something is 
fundamentally haywire in the cli­
mate," said Ludes.
Ludes discussed the Greenland Ice 
Sheet which is in the process of melt­
ing. The ice sheet rests on rock so 
when it melts it will raise the sea 
level by 6.5 meters and leave many 
United States inhabitants without a 
place to live.
"The potential is that if we lose that, 
a quarter of the population of the 
United States could be displaced and 
without a place to live," said Ludes.
If climate change progresses as pre­
dicted, Ludes explained that the areas of 
the country that grow wheat could also 
be severely impacted in a negative way.
"It's bad news for American farmers, 
it's bad news for our economic system, 
and it's worse in the developing world," 
said Ludes.
As the glaciers melt, 40 percent of 
the world's population will be facing 
epic water shortages. Ludes said that 
this is a severe problem that the United 
States will not be able to solve alone.
"The truth is that the United States is 
going to have to lead, and it's going to 
have to sacrifice," said Ludes.
He concluded saying that national 
security problems such as terrorism 
and the changing climate are going 
to require global cooperation. The 
United States will have to break 
away from its insistence on military 
force and instead focus on diploma­




When people decided that 
retroviruses can only affect 
animals, they were doing test­
ing on inbred animals that had 
other viruses.
Robert Gallo, M.D.
continued from front page
ing phases. The idea of a vaccine is still a 
hope for scientists and patients, accord­
ing to Gallo.
"When AIDS came along in 1981, 
people thought they didn't have to 
worry about infectious diseases any 
more," he said.
People had thought the same way 
when the polio and the influenza 
epidemics spread across the world, 
according to Gallo, yet both claimed 
many lives. Other false prejudices 
people believed up until the 1980s 
included that viruses cannot cause 
cancer, infectious 
diseases are over in 
the industrial 





viruses can only 
affect animals, they 
were doing testing 
on inbred animals 
that had other 
viruses," he said. 
"They failed to do 
primate testing." 
In fact, retroviruses can infect 
humans—and causes diseases like 
advanced leukemia, with patients pass­
ing away six months after their diagno­
sis. AIDS is also caused by a retrovirus.
Gallo compared the disease and the 
AIDS epidemic to a thunderstorm, 
saying it will not go away until it is 
completely resolved. When he visited 
Paris in July of 1984, he met a hemo­
philic who had been infected by the 
disease from his blood product. He in 
turn infected his wife and child.
"My problem was that I assumed 
someone else was taking care of it," 
Gallo said. "I assumed the government 
would have funded someone to test 
the blood, or made sure people knew 
how the disease was transmitted. It 
was my fault for assuming."
In 2007, the number of deaths due to 
HIV was approximately 170,000.
"In 2004, around 175,000 people 
died due to the tsunami [in Thailand]," 
Gallo said. "So death from AIDS is like 
a tsunami a month."
Right now, from 30.6 to 36.1 million 
people are suffering from the disease.
Gallo shared that 96 percent of suffer­
ers come from low/middle income 
houses. Fifty percent are women, and 
40 percent are young people ranging 
in age from 15 to 24.
According to Gallo, AIDS is most 
concentrated in Sub-Saharan and 
Saharan Africa. This is due to an insuf­
ficient education system, insufficient 
blood testing, and immune activation 
by other diseases, such as tuberculosis 
and malaria. Nigeria is the country 
with the highest per capita population 
infected with the virus.
"In some areas of Africa, 20 to 30 
percent of the population have the 
HIV virus," said 
Gallo.
Gallo offered that 
some positive things 




Pepfar, $50 billion 
has been spent over 
five years for AIDS 
care, treatment, and 
prevention in Africa, 
Vietnam, and other 
areas.
In the United
States, the city with the highest popula­
tion of HTV patients is Miami; the highest 
state is Maryland.
"The area with the greatest growth 
is the African American population in 
the rural south," said Gallo.
Gallo said that this is due to the 
urban poor being more likely to have 
current and former injection drug 
users in a social network.
The latest growing epidemics, 
according to Gallo, are young men 
transmitting the virus to other men, 
and females transmitting the disease 
through intercourse with men.
"AIDS is preventable with treat­
ment," said Gallo. "These new epi­
demics and cases are related to a lack 
of access to health care."
Tom Fitzgerald '11, a biology major, 
said that he valued Gallo's words.
"I thought it was a great program," 
he said. "I thought it was great that 
they had such a prominent alumnus 
come and speak."
www.thecowl.com
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GDP Estimates Show Sharp Decline




he United States Department of 
Commerce announced Friday, Feb. 
27, that initial GDP estimates from the 
fourth quarter of 2008 were more dis­
mal than expected, according to The 
Washington Post.
Considered the key measure of na­
tional economic performance, Gross 
Domestic Product is defined by the Bu­
reau of Economic Analysis as "the out- 
f>ut of goods and services produced by 
abor and property." The initial esti­
mate for fourth quarter decrease rate 
was 3.8 percent, but the economic con­
traction rate was ultimately decreased 
much more than feared at 6.2 percent.
This discrepancy between the estimate 
and the actual drop also translates to a 
gloomier outlook for 2009 as the year 
started off worse than economists and 
politicians understood. Moreover, the 
grim announcement sent stocks plunging 
after the announcement Friday.
The Dow Jones Industrial average 
was down 119 points at the closing bell, 
and according to the BBC, the Standard 
and Poor's 500 index dropped 2.36 per­
cent to a 12-year low of 735.09. Fears 
also spiked earlier in the week with the 
announced government intervention 
and new stake in Citigroup, which 
caused the stock to plummet 39 percent 
to a virtually worthless $1.50 per share.
Compiled By Breti Corrigan 09
"Sadly, my spending 
habits have not
Amanda Silva 09
Given the consistently negative economic reports released by 
economists, have you changed your spending habits?
changed. "
Associated Press
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben Bernanke before the U.S. Senate Budget Committee on Tuesday, March 3.
According to The New York Times, 
economists are predicting a similar 
drop for the current quarter, as each 
week of February saw 600,000 newly 
filed unemployment insurance claims, 
according to The Wall Street Journal. 
There has also been talk among econo­
mists of the current recession potentially 
being the longest since World War EL
At the very least, the GDP fall an­
nounced on Friday was the worst since 
the 1982 recession according to The Wall 
Street Journal. Meanwhile, the most re­
cent GDP report also remains tentative 
as the finalized version will be released 
later in March.
These latest GDP figures also en­
trenched concern among economists 
that the Obama Administration's recent 
economic projections are overly opti­
mistic. The White House predicted that 
the economy would contract by 1.9 per­
cent in 2009 and then grow by 2.1 per­
cent in 2010.
Meanwhile, in a testimony before 
the U.S. Senate Budget Committee 
March 3, Fed chairman Ben Bernanke 
said, "the number of claims for un­
employment insurance has moved 
higher since mid-January, suggesting 
that labor market conditions may 
have worsened further in recent 
weeks.
Many of these concerns are further 
justified by the second part of the report 
data on the four mechanisms responsi­
ble for GDP growth or decline.
First, consumer spending was down 
4.3 percent this year as economic fears 
have led U.S. consumers to retain as 
much disposable income as possible, ac­
cording to the BBC. This drop in con­
sumer spending hit retailers particularly 
hard as it occurred during the fourth 
quarter holiday season, a key time of 
profitability for retailers. Instead, spend­
ing on goods including food and cloth­
ing dropped by 9.2 percent. In the 
previous fourth quarter report, con­
sumer spending on these goods was pre­
dicted to drop 7.1 percent.
Second, business investment in equip­
ment and software fell 28.8 percent while 
exports of goods and services fell 23.6 
percent on the year. Some economists 
told The Washington Post, however, that 
this could be helpful in the long term, as 
a decrease in company inventories by 
$19.9 billion will mean businesses will be 
forced to place new orders in the future. 
This increase of business spending could 
lead to profitability for other companies, 
thus helping the overall economy.
Government spending, the third as­
pect of GDP, was the only bright spot 
for the economy as it grew due in large 
part to the end-of-the-year economic 
stimulus packages and bank buyouts, 
according to The Washington Post.
However, even the rate of government 
spending showed signs of struggle overall 
as state and local governments realized 
looming budget deficits which have forced 
spending cuts in hopes of breaking even by 
the end of the fiscal year. This imbalance is 
partly due to a drop in sales, income and 
property taxes—a significant loss in state 
revenue. State and local governments are 
not allowed to run budget deficits.
Overall, personal consumption made 
up 70.9 percent of fourth quarter GDP, 
while investment equipment and soft­
ware made up 8.4 percent, housing sec­
tor activity was a mere 2.9 percent of 
GDP and exports, which dropped con­
siderably made up 12.6 percent of fourth 
quarter GDP.
The number of 
claims for unemploy­
ment insurance... 
suggest that labor 
market conditions 
may have worsened 
in recent weeks.
Ben Bernanke 
Federal Reserve Board Chairman
The United States has an increasing 
amount of company in its current eco­
nomic situation as well. According to 
The Financial Times, India's fourth 
auarter GDP growth was much lower 
than expected at a rate of 5.3 percent. 
Meanwhile, Malaysia saw only a 0.1 
percent expansion from the same 
quarter the previous year.
The Japanese economy also de­
clined by more than 12 percent and 
growth in Europe and Great Britain 
fell 5.9 percent on the year, according 
to The Wall Street Journal.
All economic reports seem to point 
to the credit crisis as the largest con­
tributor to ongoing stagnation. The 
consensus is that a significant drop in 
bank lending will hinder growth and 
investment regardless of the $787 bil­
lion economic recovery package. 
Without access to credit, the opportu­
nity for private investment will con­
tinue to decline. In the fourth quarter 
alone, private investment in areas 
ranging from personal homebuilding 
to business investment fell 21 percent.
"'ve tried to be a lot 
more careful especially 
when buying food 
because food prices 
have skyrocketed. It's 
also made me think a 
lot more about what 
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Guinea-Bissau's President
Murdered By Army Troops




N AN APPARENT REVENGE ATTACK FOR 
the murder of Guinea-Bissau'S army 
chief of staff, army troops shot and 
killed President Joao Bernardo "Nino" 
Vieira early Monday, March 2.
He was killed just hours after the 
army chief of staff, Gen. Batista Tagme 
Na Wai, died in an explosion at mili­
tary headquarters. Local news reports 
claim army troops blamed President 
Viera for Gen. Na Wai's death and took 
revenge.
"President Vieira was killed by the 
army as he tried to flee his house, 
which was being attacked by a group 
of soldiers close to the chief of staff 
Tagme Na Wai," military spokesman 
Zamora Induta told Agence France- 
Press on Monday.
"When the soldiers entered the 
[president's house], the president was 
still alive," said Braima Camara, a re­
porter from privately owned Radio 
Pindiquiti in Bissau, to the BBC. "They 
talked to the president. They asked 
him if he was responsible for the 
killing of army chief of staff General 
Batista Tagme Na Wai. The president 
confirmed this. He told the soldiers 
that he could not work with the gen­
eral. After the confession, they shot 
him. That is what I was told ..."
This is normal 
here. We have 
seen our leaders 
killed before. 




"Some people are angry. But some 
are also happy," Camara continued. 
"More than 70 percent of people in 
Guinea-Bissau did not want Vieira to
Agencia Brasil
President Joao Bernardo "Nino"Vieira of the West African nation of Guinea-Bissau was killed on Monday, March 2.
be president. I cannot see much sad­
ness in their eyes. This is normal here. 
We have seen our leaders killed before. 
This is a very different society."
Following Vieira's death, the army 
command denied a military coup was 
in progress, saying it was an "isolated 
group" of soldiers that killed the pres­
ident. In a statement broadcasted on 
state radio, the army promised to re­
spect the constitutional order of succes­
sion, in which the head of parliament 
takes the helm of the government until 
presidential elections can be arranged 
within 60 days.
The national assembly speaker, 
Raimundo Pereira, now leads the tran­
sitional government, and the regional 
Economic Community of West African 
States (ECOWAS) sent a delegation of 
regional foreign ministers to the coun­
try's capital, Bissau, to ensure Pereira's 
assumption of interim control.
"What has happened is very seri­
ous," said the head of ECOWAS, Mo­
hamed Ibn Chambas. "We want to 
consolidate democracy, peace, and se­
curity in this region .. . The death of a 
president, of a chief of staff is very 
grave news. It's not only the assassina­
tion of a president or a chief of staff. It's 
the assassination of democracy."
V
ieira, 69, led Guinea-Bissau for 
more than half its time as an inde­
pendent state, and played a central role 
in its guerilla war against Portuguese 
rule in the 1960s and 1970s. The west 
African country finally achieved inde­
pendence in 1974, but its short history 
has been plagued with military dicta­
torships and instability.
Then head of the military, Vieira first 
came to power in the midst of a coup 
in 1980. Over a decade later, he lifted 
the country's ban on political parties, 
and proceeded to win its first multi­
party elections in 1994. In 1999, how­
ever, he went into exile in Portugal 
following a civil war.
Following another coup in 2003, 
Vieira returned to the country, and in 
2005 won the presidency again as an 
independent candidate.
But tensions between the president 
and the army remained high. A failed 
attempt at a coup in July 2008 led the 
head of the navy to flee the country, 
and in November gunmen attacked the 
presidential palace following relatively 
peaceful but disputed parliamentary 
elections.
The elections were a source of hope 
that the impoverished country might es­
cape the cycle of violent coups, but the 
recent killings have dealt a serious blow 
to that hope for stability, said Richard 
Moncrieff, head of the International Cri­
sis Group's West Africa Office.
"It seems that what these events 
show is that unless you deal with the 
willingness of the members of the elite 
to settle their differences you are not 
going to make progress on the host of 
other issues you need to make progress 
on in the country," he added.
POLITICAL INSTABILITY IN GUINEA-Bis- sau has been exacerbated as crimi­nal networks have burgeoned in the 
region.
"In the absence of effective state and 
security structures, the country has be­
come a prime transit point for drug 
trafficking from Latin America to Eu­
rope and there remains a real risk of it 
becoming Africa's first narco-state," ex­
plains the International Crisis Group on 
its Web site.
It's not only the 
assassination of 
a president or a 
chief of staff. It's 
the assassination 
of democracy.
Mohamed Ibm Chambas 
Head of the regional Economic 
Community of West African 
States (ECOWAS)
Analysts say Guinea-Bissau's poorly 
policed coastline and remote airstrips 
nave turned the country into a primary 
route for Latin American drug cartels to 
smuggle cocaine into Europe.
The well-resourced cartels, according 
to the BBC, have easily been able to se­
cure cooperation from the military and 
government in one of the world's poor­
est countries. The exorbitant profits 
from drug trafficking, which experts es­
timate rival Guinea-Bissau's entire na­
tional income, raise the stakes of 
winning senior office in a country oth­
erwise dependent on exports of cashew 
nuts, according to The Financial Times.
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Obama Outlines Plan for Iraq Withdrawal




resident Barack Obama an- 
nounced Friday, Feb. 27, that the 
controversial war in Iraq is now under 
strict time constraints, as he declared 
that most of the U.S. troops stationed 
in Iraq will be withdrawn by the end 
of August 2010.
According to the BBC, in a speech 
given at Camp Lejeune, a Marine Corps 
base in Nortn Carolina, Obama said 
that the U.S. "combat mission" in Iraq 
would be officially ended by that time. 
However, the President warned that 
there was still progress to be made, as 
he said, "Iraq is still not secure, and 
there will be difficult days ahead." As a 
result, up to 50,000 of 142,000 troops 
currently there will stay into 2011 to 
help advise Iraqi forces and protect U.S. 
interests.
In the address given at Camp Leje­
une, Obama said that his national se­
curity team had drawn up a new 
strategy regarding U.S. involvement in 
Iraq. According to Obama, the new 
strategy recognizes that political goals 
must be achieved first if there is going 
to be a long-term solution in Iraq, and 
also that the most important decisions 
to be made about Iraq's future must be 
made by the Iraqi people. In addition, 
the new plan takes into account "the 
simple reality that America can no 
longer afford to see Iraq in isolation 
from other priorities," said Obama.
According to the BBC's Mike Sergeant 
in Baghdad, the security in Iraq is not 
much oetter than previous years and the 
majority of the Iraqi people say they are 
ready for U.S. forces to leave. President 
Obama called Iraq's Prime Minister Nuri 
Kamal al-Maliki from Air Force One on
Reuters
President Obama during a speech at U.S. Marine Corps Base, Camp Leieune, in North 
Carolina. During his speech Obama announced troops in Iraq would be withdrawn 
by August 2010.
his way to North Carolina to brief him. 
Yassen Majeed, an advisor to al-Maliki, 
said that the Prime Minister was "very 
comfortable with the plan."
President Obama also declared that 
he intends to refocus on Pakistan and 
Afghanistan, to relieve the heavy bur­
den on the military, and to rebuild the 
struggling economy.
After giving thanks for the sacrifices 
made by the U.S. soldiers who are cur­
rently in Iraq and all those who have 
died in the past years, the President in­
sisted that nis administration would in­
crease the numbers of soldiers and 
Marines, which in turn will lessen the 
burden on those who are currently 
serving. Addressing the people of Iraq 
directly, Obama said, "The United 
States pursues no claim on your terri­
tory or your resources, we seek a full 
transition to Iraqi responsibility for the 
security of your country."
During his speech, Obama rebuked 
former President Bush for getting the U.S. 
into Iraq in the first place, arguing that 
this war has taught us valuable lessons 
about how and when America should go 
to war. President Obama argued that only 
"with clearly defined goals," and after 
weighing the "costs of action," and build­
ing support both at home and abroad, 
should the U.S. go to war.
T
he withdrawal plan issued by
Obama has been referred to as a 
"middle way" between the quick re­
duction that Obama had initially pur­
sued during his election campaign and 
a slower one that many other military 
leaders might have preferred.
Despite confidence placed in the 
Iraqis by many U.S. politicians, some 
are concerned with what will happen 
when the U.S. combat troops leave. Al­
though the security forces in Iraq are 
much more capable now than they 
were years ago, they still rely heavily 
on the U.S. for logistics, intelligence, 
and air support. As a result, a great 
deal of American financial and practi­
cal support may be needed in Iraq for 
the years to come.
Some members of the Democratic 
Party have expressed concern that the 
troop withdrawal is being "watered 
down," with the bulk of troops being 
left in place until next year.
we have also taken 
into account the simple 
reality that America 
can no longer afford to 
see Iraq in isolation 
from other priorities.
President Barack Obama 
The more cautious approach has 
been questioned by Senate majority 
leader Harry Reid, as he said that the 
number of troops to be left in Iraq over 
the next year was "a little higher" than 
he had anticipated. House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi also questioned the justi­
fication for a slower withdrawal. Dem­
ocratic Congressman Dennis Kucinich 
questioned keeping some troops in Iraq 
while withdrawing others. "You can't 
be in and out at the same time," he said.
Republicans have broadly welcomed 
Obama's plan to withdraw most troops 
from Iraq by 2010. However, Republi­
cans have suggested that Obama give 
credit to his predecessor for the stabil­
ity brought by the "surge" strategy 
which poured in extra troops to Iraq. 
Senator John McCain also supported 
the plan, saying it was "one that can 
keep us on the right path in Iraq," The 
Associated Press reported.
Mexico's Drug-Fueled Violence Intensifies




HILE THE U.S. WILL ACKNOWLEDGE 
that Mexico has made headway 
in its struggle against the country's 
powerful drug cartels, the crackdown 
has regrettably led to more violence, 
as criminal gangs battle for diminish­
ing profits.
"The restructuring of security forces, 
coupled with the military's strong en­
gagement in the fight to dismantle 
major drug trafficking organizations, 
has proven to be effective/ the annual 
report on global anti-drug efforts 
stated, accordingtoReuters.
According to The Economist, the po­
lice chief in Ciudad Juarez, on Mexico's 
border with America, resigned after 
drug gangs, who had murdered his 
deputy, threatened to kill one of his of­
ficers every 48 hours until he quit.
Mexico's president continues to dis­
pute U.S. fears that his government is 
losing control of its territory. The gov­
ernment, meanwhile, has chosen to 
send up to 5,000 new troops and fed­
eral police to Ciudad Juarez, where 
law and order is on the brink of col­
lapse in a war between drug gangs. 
The army said yesterday the deploy­
ment could raise the total number of 
soldiers and federal police to more 
than 7,000 in the city.
In recent interviews, President Felipe 
Calderon and his top prosecutor said 
the violence that killed 6,290 people last 
year and more than 1,000 in the first 
eight weeks of 2009 is a telltale sign that 
the cartels are under pressure from mil­
itary and police operations nationwide, 
as well as engaging in turf wars among 
themselves. Just last month, the U.S. 
military singled out Mexico and Pak­
istan as two countries that are most at 
risk of sudden collapse.
Calderon boldly disagrees. "To say 
that Mexico is a failed state is ab­
solutely false. I have not lost any part, 
any single point, of the Mexican terri­
tory," he said, according to the BBC.
Calderon, a Harvard-educated con­
servative, believes the smuggling of 
drugs cannot be eliminated as long as 
Americans continue to use them. How­
ever, he has high hopes he can beat 
back the cartels by 2012 to a point that 
the army and federal police can with­
draw and leave the problem in the 
hands of local law enforcement, rather 
than having it continue to be a national 
issue.
What I think people 
need to point out is the 
courage that Calderon 
has shown in taking 
this on, because one 
of the reasons it's got­
ten as bad as it 
has is because his 
predecessors basically 
refused to do that.
U.S. Defense Secretary 
Robert Gates
However, Calderon declined to give 
a specific timeline for winning the war 
against drug gangs. According to The 
Washington Post, 90 percent of the dead 
are involved in the drug trade, while 
only four percent are innocent by- 
standers. The rest are police officers 
and soldiers.
Additionally, Calderon applauded 
cross-border efforts that the U.S. said 
culminated this week vyith the arrests 
of 755 Sinaloa cartel members and 
seizure of $59 million in criminal pro­
ceeds in the United States. But he also 
acknowledged that Mexico cannot be 
the top U.S. priority, saying President 
Obama would help Mexico out most 
by fixing his own economic crisis.
He stated, "President Barack Obama 
has a tremendous opportunity to re­
cover the leadership of the United 
States
The fight in Mexico has undoubtedly 
sparked concerns about spillover vio­
lence in the United States. According to 
Ruben Navarrette Jr., a member of the 
editorial board of The San Diego Union- 
Tribune, "The cartels are essentially ter­
rorizing the Mexican people in the 
hopes of convincing them to put pres­
sure on the government to relent in its 
efforts to put the bad guys out of busi­
ness." He further asserts the notion 
that there is no question Americans 
'will pay a price if the drug violence 
spills over the border."
Accordingly, the U.S. State Depart­
ment issuea a blunt travel advisory 
warning Americans with plans to 
travel in Mexico to be extra careful. 
Furthermore, Attorney General Eric 
Holder called the drug cartels a ' na­
tional security threat'" to the United 
States and said Americans "simply 
can't afford to let down our guard," ac­
cording to CNN.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates has 
also revealed that the U.S. wants to in­
crease the military assistance it pro­
vides Mexico for its fight against drug 
traffickers. Additionally, he pointed to 
Mexican President Felipe Calderon as 
the main reason for this renewed inter­
est of Washington's leaders to help.
He stated, What I think people 
need to point out is the courage that 
Calderon has shown in taking tnis on, 
because one of the reasons it's gotten as 
bad as it has is because his predeces­
sors basically refused to do that," ac­
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"Break the taboo and 
face head-on the 
unspeakable tragedy."
- A statement from the relatives of protesters killed 
during the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre. They're 
calling for an open investigation into the army's crackdown, 
which killed several hundred people.
The Sunny Side Oddly Enough
by Ryan McKeon '09
World Staff
D
octors in Egypt told febi hanna's 
parents she would be blind the rest 
of her life, but that all changed when a 
Morgantown ophthalmologist decided 
to bring her to West Virginia. Bom 
three months premature, Febi's eyes 
were covered in scar tissue that made it 
impossible for her to see.
“She was told she was going to be 
blind and there was no hope for her 
whatsoever," said Dr. Nabil Jabbour, 
Febi's ophthalmologist in Morgan­
town.
Doctors had to unfold Febi's crum­
pled retina and remove the scar tissue 
one little piece at a time. After the tis­
sue was removed they rebuilt the retina 
and put it back into its proper place.
In one year's time, Febi’s recovery 
and sight have gone beyond her doc­
tor's expectations: "Now we think she 
has a whole lot more than we bar­
gained for," he said.
"She has changed so much since the 
first time she came in about a year ago," 
said Febi's mother, Sally Farouk. "She 
wouldn't touch anything, couldn't do 
anything."
Now, at two years old, Febi's vision 
is almost normal for her age. Her 
mother is overwhelmingly thankful: 
"Even if her sight's not perfect she will 
be able now to live a full life." 
by Ryan McKeon '09 
World Staff
E
llen Basinski's weapon of choice 
was a saucepan.
The 70-year-old wife of an Ohio 
judge was so enraged by the four 
teens who tried to rob her that she 
smacked one in the head with a four- 
quart saucepan.
Basinski was on the phone with her 
husband when four boys forced their 
way into her home. Lorain County 
Judge David Basinski immediately 
sped home after hearing his wife strug­
gle with the teens.
Thankfully, Ellen Basinski can de­
fend herself. As the intruders rifled 
through her purse and cabinets,she 
grabbed a saucepan from her cupboard 
and swiftly dealt a blow to the head of 
the closest intruder.
One of the teens told police he threw 
a bottle of whiskey at Basinski to dis­
tract her so his friends could flee. The 
intruders ran from the house but were 
later caught by police and charged with 
aggravated burglary.
Basinski was particularly upset that 
Eolice took her sauce pan as evidence, 
pon hearing the news of Basinski's in­
cident, world-famous chef and televi­
sion personality Emeril Lagasse vowed 
to replace her pan. Lagasse plans to 




Obama's Budget Proposal Aims to Halve Deficit
T
he U.S. federal budget deficit for 
2009, which is currently projected to 
be $1.7 trillion, represents 12.3 percent 
of our Gross Domestic Product (GDP), a 
level not seen since World War II. On 
top of this, President Obama recently 
announced a $3.55 trillion budget for 
2010. He hopes however, to reduce the 
deficit to $533 billion by the end of his 
first term by decreasing military spend­
ing and increasing taxes on the wealthy. 
The new budget also includes an extra 
$250 billion set aside for additional bank 
bailout funding and a $634 billion "re­
serve fund" for the establishment of uni­
versal healthcare.
In Obama's first major address to a 
Joint Session of Congress he pro­
claimed that taxes will increase only 
for the wealthiest two percent of Amer­
icans. He also made it clear that, "If 
your family earns less than $250,000 
you will not see your taxes increased 
one single dime."
Obama is currently signaling a new 
top tax rate near 39.6 percent, which 
would yield a revenue increase of 
roughly $24 billion. In a recent article 
however, The Wall Street Journal Edito­
rial Board questioned how Obama 
could actually support his new 
budget with this tax increase given 
that those making over $250,000 could 
now be dramatically less than in re­
cent years. As a result, the increase in 
taxes on the wealthy could ultimately 
yield less revenue than expected be­
cause the income of the "wealthy" 
could be significantly reduced.
Military spending will eventually de­
crease under the Obama administra­
tion's new budget. So far, Obama is 
asking for $75 billion to cover the costs 
of wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 
through September and in the 2010 
budget, Obama is requesting an addi­
tional $130 billion. He plans to decrease 
the spending in the Middle East by $50 
billion annually over the next several 
years by withdrawing troops from Iraq 
and moving some to Afghanistan.
Since the surge has been successful, 
many are hoping that Obama is "care-
UPI/Landov
President Obama, backed by members of his economic team, discusses his proposed 2010 budget in Washington..
fully reviewing our policies on both 
wars," as he stated in nis Joint Session 
last Tuesday.
Obama's’budget not only calls for an 
increase in taxes for corporations but 
also an increase in financial regulation. 
He plans on closing tax loopholes and 
forbidding companies from deferring 
taxable income they earn overseas. In a 
struggling economy, increased taxes 
and regulation may hinder growth or 
new initiatives. A spokesman for 
Exxon Mobil said higher taxes "make 
it more difficult to invest in new en­
ergy supplies that are necessary to 
meet future demand."
Similarly, small businesses will also 
suffer because they pay individual in­
come tax and provide about 60 percent 
of all jobs in our economy. Bruce Josten, 
the head of government affairs for the 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, explained 
that, "Small businesses and the entre­
preneurs who lead them have been the 
primary drivers of job growth over the 
past decade. This plan would punish 
them with higher taxes, resulting in 
less government revenue, less eco­
nomic growth, and fewer jobs—not 
more." Obama's new tax proposals are 
very poorly timed.
Obama also plans to gain tax revenue 
by raising capital gains tax from 15 per­
cent to 20 percent for wealthy Ameri­
cans. The capital gains rate will stay at 15 
percent for those families with incomes 
under $250,000. For example, if you 
gained $50,000 on Apple Computer 
stock you would have to pay $2,500 
more using the 20 percent rate. That does 
not spur investment during a time when 
the market needs it.
Small businesses and 
the entrepreneurs who 
lead them have been 
the primary drivers of 
job growth over the 
past decade. This plan 
would punish them.
Bruce Josten
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Not surprisingly, the announcement 
of Obama's plans caused the stock 
market to fall significantly. The Dow 
Jones Industrial Average mt its lowest 
level in 12 years after the announce­
ment of the former $787 billion stimu­
lus plan and again fell 88 points last 
Thursday, Feb. 26, after the budget an­
nouncement. Drug companies like 
Merck and insurance companies like 
Humana were the biggest losers on 
Thursday falling 6.7 percent and 19.5 
percent, respectably. With universal 
healthcare eminent, drug companies 
may no longer be able to compete.
Obama plans to pay for his universal 
health coverage by limiting tax deduc­
tions for the wealthy. For example, tax­
payers in the current top tax Bracket 
would see their tax deduction on char­
itable donations drop from 35 percent 
to 28 percent.
Obama's strategy to balance the budget 
is not consistent with plans needed to es­
cape from a recession. Stalling invest­
ment, growth, and even charitable 
donations will not help as recovery is not 
found through increased taxes and regu­
lation. Opponents to his plan think 
Obama should focus on housing and 
bank solvency and consider decreasing 
the corporate income tax and the capital 
gains tax. This would logically address 
the problems that created the recession in 
the first place and increase corporate 
profitability and investment.
Soundbite of the Week
' 10 World Staff
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UNITED STATES: U.S. to Boycott U.N. Conference
An unnamed United States official said the U.S. 
will not participate in the United Nations racism 
conference scheduled to open in Geneva in April.
The text proposed for the conference criticizes Is­
rael and could threaten free speech. A group of U.S. 
members traveled to Geneva in early February to 
discuss the conference's agenda. At the time they 
were disappointed with the document, but feel the 
agenda has gone from bad to worse.
United States and Israeli delegates left a similar 
conference in Durban, South Africa, in 2001 when a 
document linked Zionism to racism. The document 
talked of "movements based on racism and discrim­
inatory ideas, in particular the Zionist movement, 
which is based on racial superiority."
The U.S. official said the draft document is 
"unsalvageable" and that "the United States will 
not be able to participate in a conference that is 
based on this text." Canada and Israel have al­
ready made clear they will not be participating in 
the meeting in April.
UNITED STATES: U.S. 'Offers Russia 
Deal Over Iran'
United States President Barack Obama has written 
to Russian President Dmitri Medvedev suggesting 
cooperation in blocking Iranian proliferation.
According to a U.S. defense official, Obama of­
fered to put controversial plans for a missle defense 
shield in Eastern Europe on hold in exchange for 
Russian support in stopping Iran from developing 
long-range missiles.
"Our American partners are ready to discuss this 
problem, and that's already positive," Medvedev 
told reporters in Madrid on Tuesday, March 3.
"We are already working in close contact with our 
U.S. counterparts on the Iranian nuclear issue," he 
continued.
A senior U.S. official told the BBC that the letter, 
responding to an earlier Russian letter, was hand- 
delivered to Moscow last month.
COLOMBIA: Special Forces Spelunking in Colombia
A special forces group of Colombia s military has 
finally found a large cave system after five years of 
searching. Last week, Colombian special forces en­
tered a network of tunnels and caverns in the deep 
jungles of Colombia that were used by the FARC 
guerrilla group.
FARC (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) 
is a left-wing group which has been fighting the 
Columbian government since the 1960s. The Special 
forces group found the tunnels after receiving a mes­
sage from a FARC deserter. They used highly 
trained dogs to trace the smell of explosives through 
the iungle. The dogs led the soldiers to a hole that 
hela the same explosive material, and the caves were 
found to be very close to this spot.
In the tunnels, they found equipment to perform 
dental surgery and an operating theatre. The de­
fense minister, Juan Manuel Santos, said the caves 
"prove the wounded, including leaders of the 
FARC's Eastern Bloc, may have recovered here from 
their wounds and were sent back into combat." The 
BBC's Greg Morsbach also said, " The subterranean 
medical facilities in Colombia are reminiscent of 
those used during the Vietnam War by the Commu­
nist Viet Cong fignters."
The soldiers also found a bomb-making factory 
and thousands of explosives and mortar Snells.
The government oelieves the caves may have 
housed 500 fighters from attacks. With new pres­
ident, Alvaro Uribe, the Colombian government 
has been able to limit the number of attacks by the 
FARC fighters.
VENEZUELA: Stanford Fraud Threatens 
Economic Stability I.
The collapse of a Venezuelan bank owned by 
Allen Stanford, the Texas financier accused of fraud, 
is raising concern that a domino effect could occur 
and threaten the entire economy.
President Hugo Chavez is blaming his political 
enemies for the rumors being spread of mass 
withdrawals which in turn caused investors to 
react accordingly. 3
"If there were any reason to do it, I would be the 
first to act," Chavez said last weekend.
Though it is still too early for Venezuelan officials 
to calculate the actual damage that occurred from this 
debacle, officials know of one bank that has seen a 
large number of withdrawals. The recent fraud accu­
sations against Stanford have made it tougher for 
Chavez to raise confidence in the economy.
Inflation is another thorn in the back of the 
Venezuelan economy. Up around 30 percent, some 
are finding it hard to purchase food. Chavez has 
committed troops to taking over the rice processing 
plants throughout the nation in order to control the 
price and outflow of rice. President Chavez assured 
the nation that "this Government is here to protect 
the people, not the bourgeoisie or the rich.
by Kevin Cassidy '11 
and Bill Pursell '11
Middle East
GAZA STRIP: Youths in Gaza 
Turn to Fighting
The bloody fighting occurring between Is­
rael and Palestine has caused several young 
men to join the fight. The young men are 
prime recruitment targets for the militants 
since many of them don't have enough 
money to attend school, get married, or emi­
grate/The young men say they have been 
members of armed groups before, but now 
want to join. They would rather be killed in 
fighting than do nothing.
Rabah Mohanna, a political leader with 
the Popular Front for the Liberation of Pales­
tine, said he has seen an increase in the 
number of people volunteering to carry out 
suicide bombings since the conflict started. 
Approximately 56 percent of the 1.5 million 
residents living in Gaza are under the age of 
18. The age of these men causes many ex­
perts to fear "a new generation who are 
even more militant than the past ones" will 
emerge. One young man said he "can't see 
any nope, any future. He hopes an earth­
quake will flatten this place."
A psychiatrist living in Gaza for nearly 30 
years believes the children of the area have 
seen their fathers killed in the fighting, dying 
as "martyrs." He claims these children will 
become the suicide bombers of the second in­
tifada. The fighting increased dramatically 
in 2006 when Islamist movement Hamas, an 
organization Israel believes are terrorists, 
was elected. It doesn't seem the fighting will 
be decreasing anytime soon.
Asia
REGIONAL: ASEAN Asks Myanmar 
to Release Prisoners
The Association of Southeast Asian Na­
tions (ASEAN) finished its discussions on 
many topics such as regional cooperation 
and speeding up economic integration. At 
the very end of discussions, the ASEAN lead­
ers have urged the government of Myanmar 
to look into the release of many of their po­
litical prisoners.
The discussions were held in Thailand, 
and the prime minister, Abhisit Vejjajiva, 
said, "The alliance has encouraged Myan­
mar to continue cooperation with the United 
Nations to make sure that the road map con- 
tinuesaccording to plan, there is a continua­
tion of the release of prisoners or political 
detainees, and there is participation of polit­
ical parties in the upcoming election."
In the past week Myanmar has released 20 
prisoners, but it is estimated that over 2,000 
people are still in captivity. One captive is 
Nobel Peace Prize winner Aung San Suu Kyi. 
He created the National League for Democ­
racy that in 1990 won the most seats in the 
legislative elections. Myanmar (known then 
as Burma), suppressed this movement and 
its leader before any changes in government 
could take place.
Myanmar has a "democracy" that has been 
heavily influenced by the military. The gov­
ernment has forced a constitution that will 
guarantee the military at least 25 percent of 
legislative seats in next year's election. With 
so much power in the hands of the military, 
former ASEAN Secretary General Ong Keng 
Yong has stated, "I am not optimistic that 
they are going to move very fast [toward 
democracy]."
Europe
THE NETHERLANDS: Turkish Plane 
Crashes in Amsterdam
Nine people were killed and 84 were injured 
when a Turkish plane crashed on landing at Ams­
terdam's Schiphol international airport.
The plane broke into three pieces, but fortunately 
did not catch fire. Officials are not sure why the 
plane crashed, but have recovered the flight data 
recorders to help determine the cause.
A passenger on board the plane said, "We sud­
denly descended a great distance as if the plane fell 
into turbulence. The plane's tail hit the ground...It 
slid from the side of the motorway into tne field."
A student who was passing by the airport on a 
bicycle witnessed the plane gliding through the air 
as if the plane had lost all propulsion. He said, 
"The plane was nose up and the tail section was at 
a 45-aegree angle. The tail section broke down first, 
which broke off."
Amsterdam's Schiphol airport is the fifth-largest 
airport in Europe handling approximately 47 mil­
lion passengers a year. The last time a Turkish Air­
line plane crashed was in 2003 when 65 people died 
in eastern Turkey.
THE VATICAN: Catholic Priest Numbers Increase
The Vatican said the number of Catholic Church 
priests is slowing increasing. Several hundred 
priests have joined the priesthood since 2000 ac­
cording to a statistical yearbook given to Pope 
Benedict XVI by the Holy See. The report said the 
number of priests has risen from 405,178 in 2000 to 
408,024 in 2007.
In Africa, the number of priests has risen by 
27.6 percent and in Asia by nearly 21 percent. The 
report found, "a continuing trend of moderate 
growth in the number of priests in the world 
which began in 2000 after over two decades of dis­
appointing results." The report said the number 
of Catholics around the world is roughly 1.147 bil­
lion. This accounts for 17.3 percent of the global 
population.
The information released by the Holy See to the 
Pope is great news for the Catholic Church since 
several scandals involving sexual abuse carried out 
by priests have made the process harder to become 
a priest. In recent years, the Catholic Church has 
dealt with harsh criticism because of the many 
scandals occurring in the Church.
Africa
MADAGASCAR: Power Struggle Proves Deadly
Many have found pleasure in watching the 
new DreamWorks Productions' Madagascar 2. 
Nobody, however, seems to be happy in the 
country of Madagascar.
In Madagascar's short 50 years of independence 
from France, it has seen a number of power strug­
gles. The most recent of these is between current 
President Marc Ravalomanana, and his rising op­
ponent Andry Rajoelina.
Rajoelina accused Ravalomanana of being the 
cause of "misery, poverty, and extensive commer­
cial interests (which he alone benefits from)." 
Ravalomanana has also been accused of squander­
ing a large sum of public funds without notable 
subsequent results.
Since late January, there have been over 100 re­
ported deaths resulting from conflicts from Malagasy 
politics in Madagascar's capital city of Antananarivo 
alone. Many believe these deadly riots will not sub­
sist anytime soon as one resident exclaims, "This is 
our way. In fact, this is the only way."
ZIMBABWE: Mugabe Continues Seizures of Land
On Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe's 
85th birthday, he had nothing but bad news for the 
farmers of Zimbabwe. Mugabe's administration 
has been responsible for seizing and disrupting 
many farms around Zimbabwe, and in the past 
month alone Zimbabwe's Commercial Farmers 
Union estimates that operations at about 150 farms 
have been disrupted by the government.
To the farmers who nave already lost their land, 
Mugabe had these few blunt words: "Farms will 
not be returned back to former owners."
Many farmers have now turned to the Southern 
African Development Community (SADC) for 
help. Mugabe does not believe that the SADC can 
supersede the court system within Zimbabwe, and 
therefore believes that, "Our land issues are not 
subject to the SADC tribunal."
These farm seizures are even more devastating 
at a time when more than half of Zimbabwe's pop­
ulation is believed to need food aid, while just 10 
percent of adults have regular jobs.
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by Andrew Sparks '09
Commentary Staff
Confessing May Not Be Easy...
. . .but it is important, and always worth it, says Jeremiah Begley '10
by Jeremiah Begley '10
Commentary Staff
RELIGION
On Thursday, Feb. 12, Mazzammil 
Hassan, 44, a Buffalo, N.Y. resident, told 
police that his wife, Aasiya Hassan, was 
dead and that her body could be found 
in the office of a TV net-
CULTURE work that the couple had founded. Hassan was
later arrested on charges 
of second-degree murder, according to 
The New York Times.
The Hassans founded the Bridges 
TV network in late 2004 to combat
Muslim stereotypes. That is a grue­
somely ironic fact given that Ms. 
Hassan filed for divorce and an order
of protection against Mr. Hassan on 
Feb. 6, after suffering years of abuse. 
The terrible irony stems from the fact 
that only days after filing for divorce 
Mr. Hassan allegedly decapitated Ms. 
Hassan—an act that periodically 
occurs in Middle-Eastern and south­
ern-Asian countries after a woman has 
"brought shame" to her family.
The connections most 
Westerners draw 
between Ms. Hassan's 
murder and her fil ing 
for divorce only days 
before come naturally.
Soon afterwards speculation arose 
that Ms. Hassan's murder was an "honor 
killing" carried out on a religious or cul­
tural belief. Muslim community leaders 
vehemently deny any such speculation, 
but the basic fad: that the question was 
raised to begin with is interesting.
News reports frequently come out of 
Middle-Eastern and southern-Asian 
countries of women filing for divorce 
who are splashed with battery acid or 
receive death-threats for bringing 
shame to their families for the divorce. 
In a recent case in Saudi-Arabia, a rape 
victim received a sentence of several 
lashings and jail time just for being the 
victim of a rape. Upon appealing the 
charge her sentence was increased. She 
was pardoned by the Saudi royal fami­
ly only after intense international pres­
sure was placed on the Saudi govern­
ment, which continues to support the 
judge's decision.
With stories like this coming out of 
Muslim-Arab countries, the connection 
most Westerners draw between Ms. 
Hassan's murder and her filing for 
divorce only days before come natural­
ly. In fact, the burden is on Mr. 
Hassan's defendants to show that the 
method of murder—beheading—was 
not chosen under some sort of per­
ceived cultural dictate.
Unfortunately, Ms. Hassan's fruitful 
attempts to live out her faith in a peace­
ful and compassionate way have been 
erased in the wake of her murder. Of 
course, there is a very important distinc­
tion to be made: Honor killings may not 
necessarily come from Muslim religious 
dictates, but rather from Arab cultural 
dictates. However, considering the fact 
that almost all American-Muslim deal­
ings involve Muslim-Arab countries, Mr. 
Hassan has seriously upended Western 
values and has only reinforced the 
stereotypes of Muslim-Arab culture that 
pour out of the Middle East on a nearly 
daily basis.
Over the centuries, people have gone 
to some extraordinary lengths to escape 
the Sacrament of Reconciliation. Blaise 
Pascal wrote in his Pensees that "The 
Catholic religion does not bind us to 
confess our sins indiscriminately to 
everybody; it allows them to remain hid­
den from all other men save one...and 
she binds him to an inviolable secrecy, 
which makes this knowledge to him as if 
it were not." In Pascal's view, the sacra­
ment is hardly a thing to be feared or 
avoided: "Can we imagine anything 
more charitable and pleasant?" he asks 
rhetorically. "And yet," he continues, 
"the corruption of man is such that he 
finds even this law harsh; and it is one of 
the main reasons which has caused a 
great part of Europe to rebel against the 
Church." In other words, our fallen 
human nature includes an aversion to 
confession strong enough to coalesce 
into the Protestant Reformation.
Now, there were clearly other factors 
at work during the great schism of the 
16th century—there were, after all, 95 
theses, not all of which had to do with 
confession. And yet, Pascal's point holds: 
there was, and remains, a strong reluc­
tance in the human heart to confess one's 
sins, even to someone bound by sacred 
oath not to pass them along. Many 
believing Catholics take a sudden 
detour to the metaphorical cafeteria on 
the confession question, unilaterally 
declaring it by word or deed an "option­
al" component of the practice of their 
faith. People within and outside the
Church often prefer to rely on God's 
mercy in a very general way for forgive­
ness, to pin everything on a single and 
allegedly lasting salvation experience, or 
to confess their sins "directly" to God 
through prayer. For almost everyone, 
going to confession is a mighty struggle, 
and it seems we try to avoid it through 
any means we can invent.
I have no qual ifications 
whatsoever to write on 
this topic, except this one:.
I don't I ike to go to 
confession either.
Whether caused by this atavistic aver­
sion to the confessional or not, the ten­
dency toward do-it-yourself morality 
and repentance has culminated in a mas­
sive loss of belief in sin itself. In one pre­
vailing scheme, "sin" is dismissed as a 
quaint concept, an outmoded way to 
describe things about which we have 
guilt-inducing hang-ups; in another, the 
individual culpability implied by sin is 
shifted to circumstances and institutions, 
creating a culture of universal victim­
hood. It often appears that fewer people 
today believe in tire existence of sin than 
believe in the existence of God. When I 
glance hastily at the world or into my 
own heart, the latter proposition seems 
intuitively like a much tougher sell; it 
doesn't take St. Thomas Aquinas to rea­
son back to sin from its effects here 
below. The modem mood is one of an 
extraordinary unwillingness to recog­
nize the hitherto unquestionable fact of 
human sinfulness.
It is true that we are living in a world 
in which it is extremely difficult to com­
mit a freely willed act. The fragmenta­
tion of the soul by modem psychology, 
the commercial incentives to fevered 
acquisitiveness and the enslavement of 
the will by addictions of all kinds have 
transformed us from actors into patients, 
in both the etymological and the (rehab) 
clinical sense. But the dominant tenden­
cy is to chalk everything up to unwilled 
compulsion. Even one of the most obvi­
ous and appalling sins cast before our 
jaded eyes, the rape of children by cer­
tain priests, has been largely blamed on 
the custom of priestly celibacy. The sin­
ners become victims, and die sins of 
those in the institution who allowed 
these atrocities to occur and continue to 
become confused and muddled amidst 
the culpability imputed to the institu­
tional Church itself. The net result is that 
the culture of victimhood persists, the 
existence of sin remains unrecognized, 
and there arises yet another excuse not to 
go to confession.
I am neither a priest nor a theologian, 
nor am I any other kind of religious or 
cultural authority. I have no qualifica­
tions whatsoever to write on this topic, 
except this one: I don't like to go to con­
fession either. It is painful to make an 
examination of conscience, reflecting in 
detail about one's own bad acts. It is 
nerve-wracking to sit and wait outside 
the confessional, clutching a list of one's 
transgressions. It is embarrassing to tell 
the priest what you've done wrong. I do 
not like to go to confession. But a wise 
priest once told me something I never 
forgot: "I don't like going into confes­
sion, either," he said, "but I sure do like 
walking out."
When Catholic convert G.K. 
Chesterton, the wonderful writer who
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Observations About the Restroom
by Jeff Gahan '11
Commentary Staff
This past weekend I was having a dis­
cussion with some friends about all the
different annoyances that occur in the
public restrooms on campus. After a 
lengthy conversation and
effort. Some people use the excuse that 
they forgot. How do you forget? Did 
you just think you were sitting in a 
stall for five minutes just contemplat­
ing life, or texting, or scrawling on the 
walls for nothing? No. You were there 
for a reason, so the forgetting excuse is 
null and void.
CAMPUS many different inputs, I decided that I would write
an article on all the different
things that fellow students and I think 
are annoying when it comes to the rest­
rooms at Providence College. Obviously, 
I am a male and can only speak from my 
own experiences; however, there were 
females who offered their input in some 
matters, so my writing is also informed 
by the opposite sex.
First off, some gender-neutral obser­
vations consist of the ever-pressing mat­
ter of either not having soap to wash 
your hands thoroughly, or after washing 
your hands, not being able to thorough­
ly dry them when there are no paper 
towels in the dispensers. Some bath­
rooms, like the ones in Raymond Hall, 
have the hand-activated toilets and
faucets, but the ones that don't are clear­
ly not practical. After using the toilet, we 
have all been programmed to wash our 
hands immediately afterwards; howev­
er, if you touch the faucet to bring about 
the water, wash your hands, and then 
grab the faucet again to turn off the 
water, you have effectively undone the
absolutely annoying
when people don't flush? Honestly, it 
takes a mere second and practically no
Clearly, it is very unfortunate to find 
yourself in the situation in which you 
didn't check to see if there was any toi­
let paper left before parking it. So the 
age-old question is what do you do? If 
someone is next to you do you see if he 
is so kind as to ball up some white sav­
ior and hand it under the stall wall? 
Do you hope that no one is going to 
come into the bathroom in the five sec­
onds it would take to awkwardly 
maneuver to the next stall, only to find 
that it too is out? Along the same lines, 
when there is a brand-new roll in the 
dispenser, is it not annoying that since 
it is so big, that as you pull the paper it 
comes out one square at a time? I don't 
know about you, but I'm not about to 
use a solitary square of paper. One 
thing that came up during our conver­
sation is whether or not people are 
folders or crumplers. Something to 
think about.
Have you ever had the experience of 
being in the bathroom while someone in 
a stall is on the phone? Those are always 
good times. Especially when halfway 
through your time in the bathroom, 
someone near you says, "Hey." Umm, 
okay, is he/she talking to me? So natural­
ly, the nice people we are assume it's one 
of our friends that recognized our shoes 
or something, so we respond by saying, 
"Hey." And then the awkward pause. 
Ahh, how sweet the silence is, just until 
the person says something completely 
arbitrary, and you realize that they 
weren't talking to you. Always fun, those 
mid-bathroom phone call experiences. 
Along the same lines, its always annoy­
ing when things that take a long time 
have to take that much longer. 
Specifically, if one isn't "down" with the 
whole public bathroom thing, and has 
the need to place down toilet paper as a 
barrier, or "fortress" as some say, it is 
only going to take that much longer. 
Unfortunate for those among us who 
don't like to rush nature.
And lastly, (this one only applies to 
guys, but I'm sure the girls here on cam­
pus have some similar places in mind) — 
I am talking about arguably the two most 
awkward men's bathrooms on campus. 
First, the bathroom that reigns supreme 
and has no contest is the men's restroom 
on the third floor of Harkins. I am sure all 
guys just groaned upon reading that, 
since they all know what I'm talking 
about. For the girls who don't know, I 
will provide the setting and scenario: 
The aforementioned bathroom already
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by Viviana M. Garcia '12
Guest Commentary
This past Valentine's, did you per­
haps wonder when it became con­
donable to take over an already 
established holiday, especially when 
we're dealing with the 
Wicked Witch of the 
West accompanied by 
her lewd actions and 
CAMPUS
hidden agenda? Remember when V- 
Day was recognized as an acronym 
for St. Valentine's Day? Well, fellow 
Cowl readers, the proverbial bubble 
has burst. Cupid has been informed 
to move to the left and make some 
room for Vagina Day. That's right. 
Eve Ensler and her radical feminist
posse have weaseled their way in, re­
designated V-Day, and from the looks 
of things have managed to swipe a 
few of Cupid's coveted arrows and 
with them, have unfortunately won a 
spot in the hearts of "Catholic" col­
leges nation wide. At this I declare 
"foul play!"
We all know college campuses have 
long been centers of controversy and 
debate, with Providence College being 
no exception. However, it is important 
to keep in mind that any debate worth 
having is one where both parties come 
prepared to exchange informed ideas. 
It is to my surprise that students, upon 
being asked to comment on The Vagina 
Monologues, have started their state­
ments with "I don't know too much 
about the play," and followed it up 
with their own opinions on how they 
fail to see its contradictions with the 
teachings of the Catholic Church. I 
would expect that if someone were to 
take a stance on an issue such as this, it 
would be only after they had taken the 
time to evaluate all the information at 
hand, and in this case, at least have 
read the play. That is precisely why I 
decided to spend a few hours with my 
own 10th anniversary edition of The 
Vagina Monologues, hailed "the Bible 
for a new generation of women." We'll 
see about that.
Being a freshman, I have only heard 
of the passionate student uprisings 
that have taken place in the past, in 
particular back in 2006 when Rev. 
Brian J. Shanley, O.P., President of the 
College, banned the Monologues from 
being performed on campus. Unlike 
many misinformed students advocat­
ing for V-Day, Fr. Shanley read the 
play several times and even wrote an 
extensive letter to the PC community 
expanding on the motives behind his 
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decision. Many seem to be unclear as 
to why this play is in dissent with the 
morals and teachings of the Catholic 
Church, as well as with the mission of 
PC, yet in this letter it is all laid out 
very clearly. It can be found on the 
Cardinal Newman Society's Web site, 
cardinalnewmansociety.org).
It has been said that there are two 
things on every college campus—a 
Starbucks and V-Day—both of which 
will seemingly never see the light of 
day at PC. The first I cannot justify (I 
like Starbucks as much as the next per­
son), but I assure you there are excel­
lent reasons behind the latter. I have 
grown up a Catholic and the dignity of 
a woman's body has been something I 
have held very present. The Catholic 
religion holds women in a very digni­
fied light, for the teachings of the 
Church state that our bodies are sacred 
vessels of the Holy Spirit. Gloria 
Steinem states in the Monologues, "I 
wish my own foremothers had known 
their bodies were sacred." However, 
the idea of sacredness within the pages 
of this book are very different from 
those to which I am referring, and very 
different from the ones of the Church.
I don't know about you, but if I were 
to hear about a 24-year-old man who 
had an intimate relationship with a 16- 
year-old boy, my immediate thought 
would be rape. Under US law one of 
the definitions of this term is sexual 
intercourse with a minor, regardless of 
consent. Why should it be any differ­
ent when this same scenario involves 
two women? This relationship, 
referred to as the girl's "salvation" and 
"heaven," is just one of the many sto­
ries in opposition to the Church's view 
on sexuality included in the book.
The depiction of sexual promiscuity 
throughout diminishes the dignity of 
women and leaves the impression that 
sex and pleasure should be ranked as a 
priority. However, this raises the ques­
tion, where are the stories of the artis­
tic, intellectual, moral women; the 
women that value their bodies as 
something more than a recreational 
playground for sexual gratification? 
The Monologues also talk about 
empowering women; placing empha­
sis on cutting the dependence on men 
altogether, turning solely to each other.
Whereas years ago women were 
degraded by men, women are now 
reducing their self-worth to just a "vagi­
na." No matter how you want to spin it, 
this is the word Eve Ensler has chosen. 
Why not "strong," "independent,"
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Suffer Not the Children 
. . .Or the Pets
by Dr. Andrew Peach 
Guest Commentary
The recent decision by Providence 
College, more specifically Harkins 
Hall, to forbid children and pets on 
campus has unleashed a pack of 
empathetic cries and howls from the 
faculty. The bone of contention 
behind all this barking is that this 
most recent unpopular move by the 
administration has allegedly under 
mined the family atmosphere at 
Providence College.
The faculty apparently feels 
betrayed: "I thought we were all one 
big happy family at Providence 
College," one can hear them say. "But 
what is a family without children and 
dogs? What harm are these children 
and dogs doing, and do you really 
expect department chairs to police 
and rat on their colleagues?" In my 
humble estimation, I would like to 
make the case to the readers of The 
Cowl that all of this baying is mis­
placed and that this policy is exactly 
in keeping with the spirit of 
Providence College.
College professors, despite their 
supposed commitment to "critical 
thinking," are the most gullible of all 
people. Even after decades of living 
among other human beings, virtually 
all of them still believe in things like 
"truth," "the liberal arts," "the sci­
ences," "beauty," and "Catholic edu­
cation." They still believe in the sac­
charine ideals of commencement 
speeches, the silly drivel about "the 
common good," and even the admin­
istrative nonsense about the "family" 
of Providence College. But even the 
small children who are no longer 
allowed on campus know that you 
should only pay attention to what 
people do, not what they say. And 
there is nothing that Providence 
College does that is not driven entire­
ly by market principles.
When my family and I first arrived 
at Providence College, we were able to 
make use of the swimming pool for a 
nominal fee of $50 a year. "What a 
family gesture," I thought. But it was 
never a family gesture; $50 was the 
highest market value the old gym 
could bear. Now, with the Concannon 
Fitness Center—the Crystal Palace of 
Providence College for all you DWC 
students—my family would have to 
pay over 10 times that amount to go 
for a swim. ("Would have to," not 
"does" because we have, instead, 
made the decision to eat.) "These rates 
are comparable to rates of facilities of 
this sort at other colleges," I was told 
by the administration. Translation: 
"That's the market."
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Why are recently hired business 
professors paid twice that of any 
recent hires of any other department? 
"That is supply and demand," the 
administration notes. Translation: 
"The market." Why is Providence 
College paying the Men's Basketball 
Coach more money than the com­
bined faculty salaries of everyone in 
the Department of Political Science? 
"Without a competitive sports pro­
gram, we would lose students to other 
colleges." Translation: "The market." 
Why have faculty salaries, as a per­
centage of the overall budget, fallen 
precipitously for the last six years, 
from 25 percent of the total revenues 
in 2001 to 19 percent in 2007? "There is 
no shortage of enthusiastic applicants 
who would love to teach the humani­
ties here." Translation: "The market."
Only college professors could 
believe that 81 percent of the budget— 
that proportion of total revenue spent 
on everything other than "faculty 
expense"—exists to support their mis­
sion of Catholic or liberal arts educa­
tion. That is like believing that all the 
attractions at Six Flags exist to support 
the souvenir shop. Or that the tail real­
ly does wag the dog.
Providence College is a business, 
and the sooner the faculty comes to 
realize this, the less miserable they 
will be. A business does not deal with 
people in a common sense fashion; it 
does not sit down with someone who 
has a grievance about a dog or child 
and try to work out the difficulty with 
prudence, as opposed to sweeping 
policies or legalistic decrees. A family 
behaves that way, not a business. 
Businesses worry about the legal lia­
bilities of children and dogs; families 
do not. Businesses demand that their 
colleagues rat on each other; families 
do not. Businesses throw out the baby 
with the bathwater; families do not. 
And what business, other than a real­
ly good one, allows people to bring 
their children or pets to work?
If Thomas Aquinas could see 
Providence College today—the 
teenage amusement park, complete 
with on-campus bar, state-of-the-art 
fitness machines, and a semi-profes­
sional basketball team—he might 
never stop weeping. Then again, he 
did not understand the market; the 
fool believed that usury—charging 
interest on a loan—was a sin.
To run a college like a family would 
require true courage, the ability to 
swim against the entire tide of higher 
education and to believe that it really 
is possible to run an organization on 
something other than market princi­
ples. But true courage is even more 
scarce on this campus than children 
or dogs.
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MONOLOGUES: What 
Word Will Define You?
SIN: Catholics Cannot
Ignore its Existence
continued from page 14:
"powerful," or even "dignified" as the 
umbrella term chosen to define who we 
are? It's regretful that we have come this 
far only to turn back now.
After reading the play, I was able to 
look back and choose a few mono­
logues that were very touching and 
moving. There are crises going on in 
the Congo, Japan, and all over the 
world. We have the opportunity and 
the means to be a voice for these 
women; however, performing The 
Vagina Monologues on the campus of a 
Catholic college is not the only way. A 
general sentiment around PC is that "If 
other Catholic schools allow the per­
formance, then it's clearly not an anti­
Catholic play." It should be said that 
this is an incorrect view of the situa­
tion at hand.
Unlike schools such as Notre Dame, 
where the faculty and administration 
have decided to let the play run for the 
sixth year in a row, our President 
knows the importance of standing up 
for our mission as a Catholic institu­
tion, rather than giving in to some­
thing just because other schools are 
allowing it.
When questioning the college's 
restraint on what might be called 
"artistic freedom," just remember 
that using this as the umbrella term 
for extracurricular activities does 
not mean you will obtain an all­
access free pass to do what you will 
on campus. PC reserves the right to 
oversee that all activities taking 
place on campus are in accord with
Letters to the Editor:
Scirocco misses the point in his sarcastic article
I am writing in response to Mark 
Scirocco's completely ridiculous arti­
cle "The Vagina Monologues: A 
Change of Heart." I was disgusted by 
his attempt at some kind of sarcastic 
literary criticism, never minding that 
I support and adore this play. It 
seems that Scirocco has read the play 
enough to quote from it, but has still 
completely missed the point. He tries 
to make some allusions to classic lit­
erature, completely missing the fact 
that The Vagina Monologues is a play, a 
form of poetry and spoken word. 
Another important fact that he 
missed was that these monologues 
are real women's stories. As a 
Catholic, one would think he would 
have more compassion than to mock 
such pieces as "My Vagina was my 
Village," which is about Bosnian 
women refugees who were raped as a 
tactic of war. Scirocco makes a com­
ment that "Fortunately for us, Ensler 
doesn't stop at menstruation." I must 
say that this is a fantastic example of 
how society shames women and tells
Apalled at the spin in the article about the "fake gun" incident
As a member of the Resident Life 
Staff and one who respects good 
journalism the article, "Students 
Brandish Fake Guns in Suites," by 
Rick Kurker '09, in the Feb. 26 issue 
of The Cowl, was greatly appalling. 
In what should have been an attempt 
to report an interesting story about 
students who were breaking the law 
and threatening the well-being of 
others the author instead decided to 
take a few jabs at an innocent RA. 
The RA staff in the Suites and espe­
cially the individual who handled 
the situation are professionals and in 
every way possible do what they can 
to fulfill their job requirements and 
obligations to their residents. 
Although the article's purpose was 
the moral teaching and mission of 
the school.
As young Catholics, our beliefs are 
constantly challenged and we should­
n't be ones to passively accept every­
thing that comes our way. We, as a 
community, acknowledge two impor­
tant truths: (1) Rape, genital mutila­
tion, abuse, and the silence of women 
cannot continue, and (2) action has to 
be taken. The Cardinal Newman 
Society has been working for years to 
reclaim Catholic college campuses and 
reinstitute the morals of the Church. It 
urges students everywhere to find 
alternative ways of raising awareness. 
PC has its very own SAVE (Sexual 
Assault and Violence Education) Week 
happening this week.
Providence College is a school that 
has so much to offer its students and 
society. The administration is not tak­
ing this decision too far. We all agree 
that consciousness of this issue has to 
be raised and that social responsibility 
has to take hold. The answer, however, 
shouldn't be found in a play that con­
dones the lesbian rape of a 16-year-old 
girl, one where obscenities are con­
stantly chanted, or where the 
Monologues are hailed as the Bible for 
this generation of women. A produc­
tion where the body of a woman is not 
seen as anything more than a recre­
ational playground, and where a 
woman's dignity is mistaken to mean 
something other than what it truly is, 
has no place on the campus of a 
Catholic college.
them their sexuality and vaginas are  
vulgar. In fact, this play's focus is on  
this very lie. The Vagina Monologues 
tells women's stories of sexual abuse 
and rape, as well as stories of women  
who were ashamed of their vaginas 
and sexuality. The goal of the play is 
to raise awareness about violence 
against women, which stems from 
society's shaming and hiding of 
female sexuality. Scirocco's sarcasm 
suggests that menstruation, hair, les-  
bians, older women, and the vagina 
in general are disgusting. In the arti­
cle, Scirocco does not express any of 
his so-called appreciation of the 
"beauty and wonder of women;" he 
seems to think the entire aspect of 
female sexuality should not be talked 
about. I think we all should realize 
that the reason that one woman's 
vagina is so angry and the reason 
why Eve Ensler is worried about 
vaginas is because of ignorant people 
who write articles like this one.
—Kelly Bevis '10 
to put a negative light on Resident | 
Life it succeeded in only raising 
questions about the paper's journal­
istic standards and the eyewitnesses. 
What readers should be asking is 
why Resident Life and the Hall 
Director were never contacted for a 
comment and furthermore if the sit­
uation happened as The Cowl 
described why the victims did not 
immediately call security. It is the 
responsibility of every individual to 
report "Students Brandishing Real 
or Fake Guns" to the highest author­
ities and not waste time trying to 
find an RA to go handle a situation.
—Cameron Durant '11
continued from page 13:
once graced the tiny balcony of 
Harkins Hall with his bulky presence, 
was asked why he joined the Church 
he replied simply, "To get rid of my 
sins." Not to suppress them, not to wal­
low in them, not to work though his 
hang-ups and guilt on his own, and not 
to deny their existence, but to get rid of 
them; to receive absolution from a man 
who acts in persona Christi—in the per­
son of Christ Himself. One need not 
follow Chesterton all the way into the 
Roman Church, however, to come to 
grips with the omnipresent reality of 
BATHROOMS: Gross 
and Annoying Things 
continued from page 13:
receives a bad score before even stepping 
foot into the bathroom. It is tucked away 
behind an awkward wall with a surpris­
ingly heavy door that opens out into the 
nook that doesn't allow for more than 
one person to be there at the same time. 
After stepping up into the bathroom (oh 
yes, there is about a one-foot height dif­
ference between the hallway and bath­
room) there are three stalls on the left 
that have toilets that are barely off of the 
ground. Honestly, I feel like I am Will 
Ferrell in Elf when he sits on the elf-sized 
toilet. Not only that, directly on the left 
are urinals that are across from the stalls, 
with a narrow pathway between them. 
So it's practically impossible to maneuver 
Tangents and Tirades
Tragedy in Dinosaurland. The vast majority of the Woolly Mammoth population 
on earth died out about 10,000 years ago. Now, there's one prehistoric species I sure 
would have liked to share a hot cup of cocoa with. I can only begin to imagine the 
kinds of questions I would ask the gigantic creature. Are your beautiful tusks ever a nui­
sance during attempted copulation? Do you find it hard to sleep at night, knowing that your 
very existence spreads inferiority complexes throughout all of North America and Eurasia? 
What's your biggest fear? As the preeminent Maitre' De of the Pleistocene, the Woolly 
was undoubtedly a virtuoso of etiquette and hospitality. While his/her size was at first 
petrifying, he/she quickly exhibited an ingratiating charm found only in certain 
British suburbs and the novels of Edith Wharton. One might ask: If the Woolly had 
such a marvelous amalgamation of physical presence and social ease, how was the 
entire race wiped off the face of the planet? A person doesn't have to be a rocket sci­
entist or an editor at Wikipedia to realize that the evidence points toward human 
aggression as the culprit. Same skit, different era. And now all we have left of the 
endearing beast are distant and fallacious memories.—Matt Miller '09
Neglecting Freedom. As Americans have now spent over a month in the Age of 
Obama, it is troubling to note that the idea of freedom has been wholly ignored by 
our 44th President's administration. Take, for example, Obama's recent "stimulus" 
bill, which took nearly a trillion dollars out of the private sector, giving the federal 
government more control of Americans' economic fortunes. Such direct assaults on 
individual liberty should come as no surprise to those who have followed Obama's 
career, as freedom was never made a highlight of his campaign. Of late, however, per­
haps more troubling has been the silence of many Congressional Republicans con­
cerning the President's social and economic policies. Last weekend, over 9,000 conser­
vatives gathered in Washington for their annual three-day Conservative Political 
Action Conference (CPAC). The events high-point came with nationally syndicated 
radio talk-show host Rush Limbaugh, who was honored with CPAC's "Defender of 
the Constitution" award. Limbaugh spoke boldly, noting that freedom is "the natural 
yearning of the human spirit as we were endowed by our creator. And the United 
States of America is the place in the world where that yearning flourishes, where free­
dom is expected. While big government liberalism continues to infringe individ­
ual liberty, such words may help to remind Americans of their God-given right to 
freedom and the vigilance which is needed to preserve it.—Mark Scirocco '10
The altitude of height I tend to notice insignificant little oddities of society around 
me. This probably has resulted from a combination of me having nothing better to 
do than notice these trivial phenomena and constantly being subjected to other peo­
ple. In any case, its something I do and some of you might do it also. Anyway, the 
one I've most recently noticed is just as dumb as all fire others. Have you ever 
noticed that in almost every group of friends, each member is around the same 
height? My observations have rendered the conclusion that in any group of friends, 
every friend is more than likely within two inches of the height of every other friend. 
There is always exception in the case of an unusually tall or short person, but in gen­
eral people of the same height tend to connect; birds of a feather flock together. I'm 
sure there is a psychological explanation behind this, like maybe a boy on the short­
er side would feel belittled if he constantly hung around guys much taller than him. 
Still, I find it strange that something as minor as height is so prominent in something 
as important as the people we hang out with. I guess it comes down to wanting to 
feel comfortable with the people we are around.—Chris Slavin '12
sin. For those of you who are not 
Catholic, please remember that sin is a 
decidedly ecumenical phenomenon, 
and do not allow yourselves to fall into 
the pernicious traps of modernity. For 
my Catholic readers, I urge you to 
make at least one confession during 
this season of Lent. Rescue yourself 
from the ethical and metaphysical pud­
ding of passivity, and admit out loud 
you do act, you do choose, and that 
sometimes you choose wrongly by 
speaking in the active voice: "Bless me 
father, for I have sinned." 
in the bathroom if there are other people 
in it. And, the grand finale, the two old 
sinks are tucked on the far left, past the 
stalls, and require moving past anyone 
else in the bathroom to get to the sinks, 
only to awkwardly move past them 
again on the way out. And the second 
worst bathroom, in my opinion, is the 
second floor men's restroom in the 
library. It has one stall with a urinal 
immediately adjacent, with no divider 
between the sink and the urinal—which 
are only one foot apart. Quite uncomfort­
able to use the urinal while someone is 
right next to you washing his hands. 
Well, I guess the running water might 
help out a bit.
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Eat Your Heart Out, Cowell
PC Idol Continues with Another Round of  VocallyTalented Friars
by Catherine Northington '12 
A&E Asst. Editor
Last Thursday the ten final PC Idol 
contestants sang their hearts out in '64 
Hall in an attempt to win this year's cov­
eted title (as well as the four hours of 
professional studio time and the chance 
to audition for American Idol in New 
York next year). Mike O'Connor '10 and 
Kevin Smith '12 were the evening's 
Ryan Seacrest stand-ins, emceeing the 
high-energy event. All 10 contestants 
truly outdid themselves, with unique 
song selections and energetic perform­
ances. The evening's three judges were 
Tom Quinn, Diana Proto, and Father 
Judd (whose hilarious commentary pep­
pered the evening). Only eight contest­
ants will make it through to the next 
round, so every vote counts as this year's 
PC Idol becomes ever more competitive. 
First up was Sylvia Williams '09 
singing "Don't Know Why" by Norah 
Jones. The song had a very mellow, 
pleasant feel that was well-suited to 
Williams' vocals. The judges appreci­
ated the adeptness with which 
Williams handled the song: Proto 
commended her voice's "jazzy quali­
ty", though Quinn felt that Williams' 
high notes were "not as smooth as the 
lower register."
Next was Maggie Ciarcia '09 who 
belted out Etta James' "At Last" with a 
sophisticated precision. Father Judd 
particularly enjoyed Ciarcia's per­
formance, informing the audience that 
"I resolved to give up sugar for Lent, 
and I have already violated that" after 
watching Ciarcia's performance.
Then was Anthony Muhammad '12, 
who took on Sisqo's "Incomplete."
David Lachance '12 serenades the PC Idol crowd with a Backstreet Boys favorite
Muhammad's nerves took a toll on the 
performance, which seemed rather 
unconvincing for such an assertive 
song. Quinn also felt that the audience 
"wasn't totally convinced" by 
Muhammad's performance. However, 
Proto felt that Muhammad had "a lot 
of potential."
The show took a soulful tone with Liz 
Seacock '09 as she performed a jazzy, 
emotive adaptation of Duffy's "Warwick 
Avenue." While Seacock's vocals and 
pitch were spot-on, I felt that the song 
called for more commanding vocals and 
could have used more power. The 
judges thoroughly enjoyed Seacock's 
piece: Quinn commended her "sense of 
the stage," while Judd felt her vocals 
were "very smooth."
David Lachance '12 garnered a strong 
reaction from the audience when he took 
the stage with the Backstreet Boys' "I 
Want It That Way." While the song 
choice resonated with an audience of 
nineties kids, the vocals themselves were 
less than impressive. Quinn gave 
Lachance an "'A' for effort," observing 
that "everybody was into it." Judd, 
despite his hatred for the Backstreet 
Boys, felt that Lachance was "very com­
fortable" onstage.
The judges felt that Elizabeth Dales' 
'09 rendition of "Last Name" by 
Carrie Underwood "was a little bit 
big" for her, noting that Dales "strug­
gled a little bit at parts." Still, I felt that 
the overall quality of the vocals was 
strong and that Dales attacked the 
song with a refreshing enthusiasm.
Sean Lynott '12 was a crowd 
favorite with his mash-up of The 
Beatles' classic "Let It Be" with Usher's 
"In This Club." Quinn enjoyed 
Lynott's "different vibe," predicting 
that he would "go very far in this 
competition." Lynott's energy 
immediately engaged the audience 
and brought the night to a high 
point for many of those who attend­
ed, including me.
Gianna Albano '11 performed 
"Four Walls" by Miley Cyrus. I felt 
Albano had a very pleasant and adept 
presence on stage, though a little 
uncomfortable at the outset. Quinn 
observed that the performance was "a 
little screamy" at times, but that 
Albano had a "really powerful voice."
Ted Callis '12 performed "Drive" by 
Incubus, and though he forgot the 
words at one point in the song, the 
overall vocal quality was impressive. 
The judges called it a solid perform­
ance, Judd rating it as "top-notch," 
while Proto encouraged Callis to 
"stand a little bit more confident."
Laurie Moise '12 performed a splen­
didly soulful rendition of Mariah 
Carey's "My All." This performance 
captured the sweet sadness that char­
acterizes the song. Moise captured the 
essence of "My All" with a very pro­
fessional vocal clarity, hitting each 
and every note pitch-for-pitch. The 
judges felt similarly impressed, with 
Quinn telling Moise that "Mariah's 
got some competition."
Voting for this round of PC Idol 
begins on March 2nd. You can cast 
your vote on www.pcidol.net - mine 
will be going to Sean Lynott. The next 
round of PC Idol round is at 7 p.m. on 
March 19th in '64 Hall, so be sure to 
show up and support your favorite 
contestant!
Dancing Their Aces Off
LMFAO Rock Steady From Cancun to Miami
by Nahuel Fanjul Arguijo '11 
A&E Staff
With most people having their 
abroad plans made for spring break 
next weekend, I thought I would help 
out some of those Cancun-goers. The 
lucky group heading 
MUSIC over to Mexico for the 
REVIEW week (and I heard it's 
a large group), there 
is a great treat waiting for you when 
you arrive.
The band LMFAO will be playing 
the first night you should arrive with 
the MTV crowd. It will be the last 
night of the MTV spring break, 
which means it would be their last 
show of the week. Trust me, it's a 
show worth seeing.
This electronic/club scene/hip-hop 
music duo is from Hollywood, and lets 
face it, everything out of there is good. 
How can you go wrong with a dude 
named Redfoo and his nephew Sky Blu? 
They have great beats to dance to 
and lyrics that are just too wild. They 
are most known for their single "I'm in 
Miami Bitch," which I've been told 
has been playing at the tanning place 
near campus.
Other than their single, LMFAO's 
myspace site (www.myspace.com/ 
LMFAO) has a playlist of around fif­
teen songs from their upcoming CD 
and a couple of their mixes. Some of 
the most played songs include their 
Miami-themed single, "Yes", and a 
"Love Lockdown" remix that is sim­
ply amazing.
You can't find these songs on iTunes 
except for the single and David Rush's 
song "Shooting Star" which includes 
LMFAO, Pitbull, and Kevin Rudolf. 
Still there is not a long wait until their 
debut album is released. In 30 days, 
on the first of April, Party Rock is 
released, and it should include all the 
songs on their site.
They recently played at the 
Waterplace Lounge here in 
Providence, and the show was one of 
the best I have been to. They have a 
great stage presence, they are really 
energetic, and let's just say they like to 
sip the Goose while giving the crowd 
an incredible show.
The crowd there was a little different 
than spring break will have, I mean, it 
was a bunch of steroid pumped gui- 
dos that like to go clubbing. But still, 
even these guys enjoyed the bumping 
beats and party lyrics that Foo and Blu 
were busting.
The two have a great attitude about 
everything, and Sky Blu says it best 
when he says, "We want to make the 
earth a party planet."
"Our goal is to package this energy 
up and to spread it all over the face of 
the world," says Redfoo. "We want to 
throw the biggest party ever where 
everyone comes and has a blast, it gets
FLICKER.COM
Energetic beyond a reasonable doubt, LMFAO's new album P Rock 
will be roll in' hardcore I ike cosmonauts in Cancun this break.
us off. We're trying to be the biggest 
we can, but with our own sound."
Their party plan is starting to get big­
ger everyday as they add more and 
more shows to their line up every 
week. If you can't catch them during 
the Cancun spring break and want to 
see them closer to home, they are play­
ing in New York three days after their 
CD release, and then in New Jersey for 
Bamboozle Festival in May.
LMFAO is definitely going to branch 
out the fan base soon, and even if they 
somehow don't, their music adds to a 
great play list for pre-gaming before a 
bar or even to start the dancing up at a 
party. They pump-up any scene from 
the Waterplace to your room, and soon 
they will give many PC students a great 
start to spring break over in Cancun.
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Dastardly Dusting
Genet's The Maids Cleans Paul Perry's '10 Clock
EST ALBUMS OF 2009
The Cowl 17
by Paul Perry '10 
A&E Staff
I do not fully know how to commu­
nicate what I experienced when I saw 
The Maids, except to say that it was an 
incredible performance. I was one 
member of a third of the audience who 
remained in their seats after the final 
applause, in order to fully absorb what 
was truly a conceptual masterpiece.
The Maids, by Jean Genet, is a story 
loosely based on a real-life incident 
involving two sisters who worked as 
maids. The two sisters ended up 
killing their mistress in France in 1933. 
Genet changed the story quite a bit and 
created a play that is short on plot but 
very beautifully written, with an inter­
esting exploration of the twisted psy­
che of the two sisters.
The Maids was performed at the Pell 
Chafee Performance Center. The show 
was directed by Jean Genet and starred 
Charise Greene and Parker Leventer as 
the maids. Greene and Leventer fully 
immersed themselves in the hate- 
filled, dramatic, and intense lives of 
these two women for over two hours 
with no break. The sisters, Solange and 
Claire, engage in what they call "the 
ceremony"; a sadomasochist ritual in 
which they take turns playing maid 
and mistress to act out their hatred for 
their employer and express their desire 
to kill her.
It is in this context that I found the 
characters most interesting. In these
BROWN/TRINITY CONSORTIUM PRODUCTION
7.
No Line on the Honzton
U2
Interscope Records
They say all action starts with first 
principles. A person's actions should 
provide anyone watching with an idea 
of who the person is. From their actions 
you can get a sense of their motivation, 
an idea of their interests, or a grasp of 
the things they care about the most. 
Notice that I'm not saying you're going 
to know a person fully through their 
actions. You won't know someone to 
the fullest extent, but rather get at least 
some knowledge of who they are. Even 
that is an age-old question. Who are 
we? That, however, is not something 
I'm going to get into here.
U2, for the past few decades, has 
released songs that will be forever 
remembered as some of the greatest 
ever. With songs like, "Sunday Bloody 
interactions we can see the close rela­
tionship between sexuality and anger 
for Claire and Solange, as one sister 
writhes around on the ground while 
the other insults her. The ceremony 
also gives the audience to opportunity 
to see how Claire and Solange interact 
with each other. They use the fabricat­
ed power struggle to echo their own 
power struggle, in order to determine 
which sister is strongest and most like­
ly to free them from their prison. Their 
hate-filled personalities lead to a con­
flict between the two, but it is easy to 
see that they are dependent on each 
other. Neither can stand to be alone in 
her madness.
The acting was very stylized and 
expressive, with wonderful support 
from equally stylized designs. The 
mistress, played by Cherie Rice was 
lavish, self-centered, and by most stan­
dards pretty normal. Her extreme van­
ity was the only thing keeping her 
from being someone to whom the 
audience could relate. This showed 
that the sisters wanted to kill her not 
because she was so cruel, but because 
they were mentally unstable.
The set design by Tristan Jeffers was 
stunning and very effective. The audi­
ence sat facing the opening of a giant 
white cloth cave supported by black 
pipes at uneven angels and intervals. 
Inside the cave was the mistress' bed­
room with desk, bed, and dressers. 
The set certainly helped to reinforce 
the captivity to which Claire and
Line 
the Horizon.
The first single to 
be released from 
album was "Get on You 
Boots." The song debuted oh 
Billboard's Top 40 in its debut week, 
but fell in the subsequent weeks. This 
is an understandable trend, consider­
ing it is not in line with the traditional 
U2 people are used to. The song was 
meant to be part of an experimental 
project, in which we get No Line, a lot 
similar to their work with previous 
albums such as Achtung Baby and 
Zooropa. This experimental stuff has 
brought them success in the past. 
Achtung hit 8x platinum in the United 
States. The problem is that, through­
out their career, their experimental 
phases have not proven to stand the 
test of time in the glory of success. The 
Solange were subjected. I won't give 
away the ending, but the set turned 
out to be more versatile than expected 
in my favorite moment of the show.
There was no effort to hide the 
lights by John Eckert, which hung 
below the ceiling of the cave. The 
cloth cave also presented wonderful 
opportunities for the set to be lit from 
behind in certain moments. From 
time to time, the sisters' imaginations 
would take hold of the action. At 
these times, the lights flickered like 
the reflected light from a movie 
screen, giving a wonderful old-fash­
ioned feeling to the scene.
The sound design was truly impres­
sive. Particular moments were under­
scored with an eerie but poignant 
xylophone theme that helped to com­
municate a perverted innocence. In 
addition to this, certain important lines 
were emphasized with a recorded 
echo. The most impressive part of the 
design was the original music. Solange 
sings a beautiful song about a nightin­
gale to comfort her sister. The song is 
set to music by the designer, Matt 
O'Hare. Muffled sounds and audio 
samples of children's playing, bells, 
and techno songs all worked wonder­
fully to draw me into the world of 
Claire and Solange and into the focus 
of their madness.
The Maids was one of the most 
unique and original shows I have seen. 
The show plays at the Pell Chafee 






Already on many hipsters' lists as 
best of the entire year unless the Jo 




The Derek Trucks Band
Already Free
This generation's slide guitar God 
rolled out his 6th studio album much 
to the chagrin of aspiring musicians 
who will never compare
two following experimental albums, 
Zooropa and Pop, did not see the suc­
cess in the late 90s. It was when U2 
returned to their roots, with their pre­
vious two albums, that they saw 
multi-platinum hits.
I don't predict this will get that many 
record sales. With the economy the 
way it is, and the fact that nobody real­
ly buys music anymore, this album 
may not become financially successful. 
The album does have some very suc­
cessful moments, though. The songs, 
"Breathe" and "No Line in the 
Horizon" prove to be solid hits. 
"Breathe" is kind of funky and would 
definitely be something the kids could 
enjoy while they're attending the live 
show. "No Line in the Horizon" 
reminds me of some of the stuff from 
Achtung Baby with its grungy and 
aggressive feel. It's also the first track 
on the album, which makes it seem 
like U2 wanted to put their foot down 
and say, "We're back."
I don't know though, overall, the 
album gives some mixed signals. It's 
■“ e a girl who's been playing with 
your head for a while. Is it going 
Ik to be something different? Or 
k is it just going to be the same 
old political stuff that 
^Bono sings and whim- 
B^pers about all the 







You'll never look at Natalie Portman 
the same way. But the real prize is 
the bonus DVD containing all the 
music videos, so you can put Andy 
Samberg's awkwardly cringing face 
up on the high def. plasma.
Bruce Springsteen
Working on a Dream








well. The album, 
however, does have some 
weird additions. In "Get on1 
Your Boots" and "Cedars of 
Lebanon" there are some back­
ground vocals that sound like 
subliminal messages. Other 
than that, though, the album 
seems to be a summation of 
their previous ones. So if you liked 
any of U2's albums in the past, I think z 
you would like this one too. K
Sunday," "One," and "With or 
Without You," U2 have established 
themselves as legitimate artists. You 
don't need to tell me that, though. 
These guys are in the Rock & Roll Hall 
of Fame and that should be enough to 
let you know the influence they've put 
on the music world. With the mix of 
Bono's passionate lyrics and The
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by Annmarie Granstrand '09 
A&E Editor
People have different styles of doing things, different ways of' . ~
living life. For example, upon entering Dunkin' Donuts,"I would ask 
for a medium French vanilla coffee with skim milk and two Splenda. But my charming assis­
tant editor, John Mango '10, would request his coffee to be simply: "black." John holds 
Roth’s Ghost Writer up as his favorite and would happily listen to Neil Young until he 
kicks the bucket, whereas I savored each moment of rapture in Zadie Smith's On Beauty 
and tend to rely on the soothing sounds of Ray LaMontagne most days.
But time, tide, and commencement wait for no woman and in the weeks to come, I, 
against my better judgment (skip to next paragraph if you know where this is going), 
will be graduated. So before I buy the collegiate farm and hand over my spot in front of 
this monitor to Mr. Mango, we wanted to participate in a little review-off, if you will. 
While this sounds like a scene in Grandma's Boy with Rolling Stone wannabees 
instead of video gamers, but please just humor us.
Basically, John and I swapped CDs to review. He reviewed my friend Kyle's band, Michael 
Jordan, and I listened his brother Tom's band, The Purse Snatchers. Voila.
THE PURSE SNATCHERS
Ah, smiling white boys covered in 
flannel. No, I'm not talking about the 
demographic seen smoking schlepkies 
outside St. Joe's. These boys are from 
UConn. Instead of holding carcinogen 
sticks of burning nicotine, they're hold­
ing instruments. Tom Mango (drums), 
Ian Fischer (guitar and vocals), and 
Andrew "Nuzz" Nuzzolilli (bass and 
vocals) comprise The Purse Snatchers.
Hailing from the great Constitution 
State, the trio presents itself quite effec­
tively—that is to say you can easily find 
them on MySpace. And with all the hul­
labaloo of applications that smear 
Facebook these days, I hate to admit it— 
but it was refreshing to view such a basic 
and straight forward Web page. 
Anywho, it's also a great medium to pro­
mote an unsigned band.
The Purse Snatchers are influenced by 
The Clash, The Pogues, and The 
Cutglass Three. They've been playing 
shows in the New England area since 
late 2007 and are about to release their 
first EP named after the studio in which 
it was recorded, Liberty and Union.
From the presentation of the CD cover 
art and the pictures online, before I had 
actually heard their music, I figured they 
could sound like anything from a mari­
juana-based Belle & Sebastian to a 
Smiths cover band. What I did hear was 
neither of these things.
The first 30 seconds of the second 
track, "Make It Right," sounded more 
like "Make It Sound Like the Donnas." 
But when the vocals kicked in, any 
images of sassy, '80s-striped girls with 
guitars flew out the window. I couldn't 
understand how Ian Fischer, a guy who 
The Purse Snatchers: Skinny UConn kids.
looks like a post-pubescent Gap Kids 
model, could project a voice reminiscent 
of a cross between Rob Zombie and 
Animal from the Muppets. But with a 
brave ear, I continued to listen and was 
pleasantly surprised.
"Shelter from the Storm" had a laid- 
back feel that could have easily served 
as background music during a seascape 
scene in Forgetting Sarah Marshall where 
Paul Rudd repeats the words "do less." 
Fischer's voice, while still rock-and-roll 
scratchy, struck a more romantic chord 
and proved its range in inflection. The 
inclusion of some kind of horn in this 
track, just before the guitar solo, was 
another unexpected but satisfying 
twist. From the little taste I got of The 
Purse Snatchers, that was a running 
theme. Just when you think a track is 
about to be formulaic or too similar to 
an easy- level pick on Guitar Hero that 
has like 90 seconds of just blue and 
orange lights, it takes a subtle but neces­
sary turn which in coming years could 
really set them apart.
Like many freshman albums, the 
material on which most of the lyrics are 
based is somewhat lofty or basic. This is 
not to say The Purse Snatchers write 
songs about blushing in front of girls or 
parents who ground you. But there is cer­
tainly room for the trio's songwriting to 
evolve—which is a pretty good thing to 
do in college, so I've heard. In the mean­
time, I really enjoyed the few tracks 
they've put out so far. Their band name 
may sound malicious but my guess is the 
only snatching they do is a cult following 
of people who enjoy a well-crafted track, 
an honest line of song, and I hope a sand­




kick off the Ides 
of March in 
Hamden, Conn, j 
with a battle of 
the bands on Mar. 
13. From there on 
they plan to 
maintain their 
venerable mantra 
that "rock ain't 
about lots of talk­
ing and hype." 
Someone should 
have mentioned 
that to The Police. 
Whoops.
MYSPACE
by John Mango '10
A&E Asst. Editor
MICHAEL JORDAN
I'm so softcore Iron and Wine gets 
me pumped. Radiohead gets me 
pumped, when I listen to punk (I'm 
talking Blink, MXPX, Green Day, not 
soul-spitting, butt-punching punk) I 
blow through the roof, I sweat hard 
beads of saliva and die a little. It's 
that intense. But I love it. Cause 
who doesn't want a cocaine-tripping 
grunge kicking session now and 
again? Once in awhile I'll plug in 
some Rise Against and do a little 
thrashing before my mom tucks me 
in for a bed-time reading of 
Goodnight Moon. Just once and a 
while though. The rest of the time it 
only gets as intense as Weezer's "The 
Sweater Song." So this kind of hard­
core is past my quota. And I freaking 
love it. And so should freaking you.
The band's name, Michael Jordan, 
betrays the group's lofty spirit, its 
will to fly, or something stupidly 
poetic like that. I'll just give it to you 
straight. This is fist-pounding stuff. 
These guys have two drums, and a 
guy who sings with a raw rasp that 
kills its so good. They sound like the 
first time I heard the Stiff Little 
Fingers, which was in High Fidelity, 
and I watched it because I was sad 
from one of those ambiguous break­
ups and I'd seen Say Anything too 
many times. They sound like pissed 
off post-teens who rage against soci­
MYSPACE/SHANNON MURRAY
ety with no purpose in mind. So can 
you understand where this is com­
ing from? Even pansies will like this 
stuff. There's that desperate drive in 
their guitar rhythms that hurts 
they're so fast and still find some 
way to hold onto a cool melody.
Their best songs are probably 
"Eyes" and "Mudslinger" (both of 
which can be found at 
myspace.com/michaeljordanbulls) 
because they're still rooted in that 
Clash pop-punk style, with enough 
self-proclaimed "abrasion" to be 
harsh. I'm not quite as steeped in 
the dark realm of noise-core 
screamo so the other couple songs 
lost me. It was a little like being in 
a nut house, looking around and 
proclaiming with angst "these guys 
out-crazy me". A little. But it's 
stuff I could work out to, or bike, or 
box, or drive so fast that the meter 
maid can't even catch my Civic. It's 
that hardcore.
They sight Lifetime, Born 
Against, Saves the Day, and The 
Melvins as major influences. Well I 
don't know any of those bands, at 
all, but you can be damn sure I'm 
gonna go look them up now. I'll 
probably be up past my bedtime for 
weeks, but it'll be worth it 'cause 
they'll have to cart me to the E.R. by 
the time I'm done.
If this isn't your kind of stuff, then 
congratulations, welcome to the 
pansy patrol. But everyone else bet­
ter watch out cause I'm merging 
over to at least angry-nerd, and I 
have Michael Jordan to thank. 
Thanks guys.
Battle of the Cowl
Rockus
Maximus
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Empty Wallet, 
Full Stomach
A&E's Sarah Bidinger 'og Ventures Once Again 
Into the World of Deliciously Inexpensive Dining
by Sarah Bidinger '09
A&E Staff
Stop number two on the cheap-eats 
tour of Rhode Island: Thayer Street's 
own East Side Pockets. My roommate 
and I took advantage of the fact that 
the falafel joint is open until 1:00a.m. 
or later every night of the week 
except Sunday, and headed over 
around 10:00p.m. Saturday night. I 
know that makes us sound like fat 
kids. But we're not, I promise.
Falafel pockets seemed by far the 
most popular item on the menu, so I 
accepted the obvious as my fate and 
ordered one, "with everything," 
watching in awe as the man behind 
the counter piled hot sauce, hummus, 
lettuce, tomato, onions, hot peppers, 
seasoned tomatoes, tabuleh, pickles, 
fresh tahini, and yogurt cucumber 
sauce on top of my falafel in a huge 
pita-like wrap. My roommate ordered 
Jedra, an open-faced pocket filled 
with seasoned lentils and rice, both 
seared in olive oil, mixed with 
sauteed onions and topped with 
hummus. Her toppings were served 
as a "salad" on the side. Perhaps as a 
marketing ploy, perhaps as a deli­
cious gesture of hospitality, the man 
at the register threw in two baklava 
for free.
We took bar seats facing the street, 
and dove into the baklava, which my 
roommate aptly described as 
"crumbly seduction tantalizing my 
taste buds." When the fleeting pleas­
ure of dessert had passed, we dove 
into our main dishes. Obviously, the 
falafel was delicious. However, the 
Jedra was fantastic as well. The dish 
was earthy, accented with warm, deep 
spices and offset by the cool hummus.
We took our time eating, talking, 
and people-watching as small groups 
slowly floated past the darkened 
windows of the Army Navy Surplus 
and lingered in the ethereal glow of 
Urban Outfitters. We waved at PC's 
own "East Side Shuttle" as it passed.
Perhaps it was our lovely faces in 
the window that drew people in, but 
within half an hour, all of Thayer 
Street was in East Side Pockets. The 
clientele were vibrantly diverse, 
some clearly college students, others
Enjoy some cheap eats at East Side Pockets, located just a bus ride away on 
Thayer Street.
on the brink of middle age. A buzz 
of languages and laugher mingled 
with delicious scents floating from 
the kitchen to create an atmosphere 
as warm as the Jedra. It was only 
with very full stomachs that we left 
the party behind us and stepped out 
into the silence of an empty street, 
broken only by the occasional car 
and the heavy scent of an approach­
ing snowstorm.
We cheated a bit financially and we 
both ordered dishes that cost $5.09. I 
think the 10-cent discrepancy was 
fully negated by the fact that we both 
took home leftovers —I made a full 
meal out of my leftover falafel wrap 
the next night. For a bit more money, 
($6-$7) you can purchase an array of 
gyros, salads, and plate dinners. 
Hummus and pita chips, tabuleh, 
Greek veggie wraps with feta cheese, 
and stuffed grape leaves can all be 
purchased for under five dollars. If 
Middle Eastern cuisine is not quite 
your cup of tea, East Side Pockets 
offers affordable American fare a la 
French fries and ‘ chicken strips. If 
you're really pinching the pennies, 
bring a Nalgene with you. With tax 




The Finer Brews In Life
Oaked Arrogant Bastard
by Alison DeNisco 'll
A&E Staff
Ah, spring break. Chances are that 
come Friday, you will be en route to 
either A.) a popular beach locale to 
party it up (if you're over 21, of course) 
B.) your house, to sit on the couch 
watching Top Chef reruns and eating 
chips all week, or C.) some unglam- 
orous town for some character build­
ing and literal building of houses for 
the impoverished, or learning how to 
live on a farm.
I have chosen option C., involving a 
Habitat for Humanity trip to West 
Virginia, and I know that 
13-hour van ride down 
south is going to feel pretty 
long without something to 
keep me entertained.
If you have access to a lap­
top or DVD player on your 
ride to your spring break 
destination, some real gems 
were recently released for 
your own viewing pleas­
ure. For those on long car drives, go 
for Sex Drive (just not if your little sis­
ter happens to be sitting next to you 
watching). Needless to say this one 
didn't win any Oscars, but it's enter­
taining enough. If you're looking to 
up the cheese factor instead of the 
gross one (and if you happen to be a 
girl), Nights in Rodanthe is probably 
for you. Also released this week was 
Australia, which got mixed reviews, 
but I have yet to be disappointed by 
Baz Luhrmann so I'd be willing to 
check it out.
As far as TV shows, you can't go 
wrong with NBC's Thursday lineup on 
DVD. The Office seasons one through 
four are available to rent, and trust me, 
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re-watching the early days of Jim and 
Pam tension and moments such as 
"Ryan started the fire!" are highly sat­
isfying. If you need some more Liz 
Lemon in your life, seasons one and 
two of 30 Rock are also out. There's 
nothing like 20-some-odd minute 
episodes of comedic genius to get you 
through a long car or plane ride. In 
other news, the eighth season of 7th 
Heaven was just released on DVD as 
well. We re talking about the days of 
Lucy and Kevin drama and blonde, 
pre-nose-job-and-Pete-Wentz Ashlee 
Simpson. Good stuff.
A few new books just hit the Borders 
shelves if you're looking 
for something more intel­
lectually stimulating than 
the Camden family to pass 
the time. Jodi Picoult's 
Handle with Care was just 
released-a novel about the 
controversial issue of 
wrongful birth. Robert 
Parker also has a new book 
out called Night and Day, 
which follows his police chief charac­
ter Jesse Stone through a case dealing 
with voyeurism. I know, these proba­
bly aren't the definition of easy beach 
books, but think of how you'll stand 
out from the Cosmo-reading crowd!
And if you have to patience to try 
Sudoku, the Will Shortz Presents the 
Little Black Book of Sudoku: 400 
Puzzles is a highly-rated collection of 
the brain teasers, organized in a small 
spiral-bound book, perfect for traveling. 
Wherever your spring break destina­
tion may be, enjoy your time away 
and, as the mother in Almost Famous 
advises before sending off her pre­
cious son into the real world, "Don't 
take drugs!"
by C.W. TOMPKINS '09 
A&E ASST. EDITOR
After last week's particularly alco- 
hol-imbued choice, I thought I would 
explore some other American ales 
that pride themselves on the ability 
to make a strong beverage that is 
actually drinkable and retains the 
maximum amount of flavor without 
being too heavy. Some of the stronger 
European stuff like Gulden Draak 
has a tendency to be a little thick. It's 
like drinking carbonated red wine at 
times. This week, with that goal in 
mind, I had to go for my favorite beer 
from the Stone Brewing Company, 
Oaked Arrogant Bastard Ale. Often, 
Stone outright mocks companies that 
produce low-carb or exceedingly 
light beers. Most of their choices fea­
ture alcohol content that is above 
average to say the least. In addition 
to that, their various demon-inspired 
logos are pretty intimidating.
The Oaked Bastard has been 
around since about 2004 in very lim­
ited release. However, now you can 
get it in 12 oz. bottles and occasion­
ally on tap. One difference between 
this choice and the Hampshire 
Special is how apparent the alcohol 
is in the nose. The first thing you 
will notice in this brew is the wood 
and hops, but the roasted malts are 
really what keeps the alcohol out of 
the smell. Upon pouring, the dark 
roast actually puffs out at you. The 
color is a dark maroon, brownish 
haze with a thick eggshell head that 
laces perfectly.
The alcohol is apparent when the ale 
hits the pallet but you don't realize 
that the strength of the beer comes 
from the 7.2 abv right away. It takes a 
minute. You can feel that it is strong, 
but not moonshine strong. The abun­
dance and thickness of flavor is what 
is most apparent, but the alcohol gives 
it that little extra bite that gives you 
that perfect beer face, like Burt 
Reynolds scaling the Rockies with a 
pipe in mouth kind of face.
I wouldn't say this is good session 
beer. Again it's a good brew to drink 
on a cold day around the house in 
moderation. If you're going to go for 
it out in a bar try to stick to about two 
and then move to the Stone IPA. This 
is not for the weak in spirit. Even if 
you don't like those heavy Euro­
beers, give this one a try - you might 
find you enjoy what The Stone 
Brewing Company is doing with 
moderate fruits, burnt wood and 
some fantastic malts. If you're living 
in the dorms you will also find its 
more bang for your buck as well. If 
you get an average sixer the total abv 
is 29.4 and with The Oaked Bastard 
its 49.2. That's like three more beers. 
Looks like we found a loophole.
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Decision Making on a Sunday Morning
by Lindsay Wengloski '10 
Portfolio Staff
His eyes were dark orbs. She never 
thought they looked quite right, nes­
tled as they were amidst the smatter­
ing of red freckles, against his over­
white skin. He wasn't her
FICTION at alL
She was too young for
■ him. Not in the socially 
inappropriate way, but in the sort of 
whispered joking between friends— 
calling him a "cradle robber" and that 
sort of thing. Sure, he was a few years 
older than her, but there was some­
thing-had always been something— 
about her that made him pause 
momentarily and think. And then fail 
to resume whatever it was he paused.
The gray afternoon sun smudged 
his face in light shadow, but his eyes 
still looked intently into hers. There 
was something profoundly dissective 
about his glance, not in an intimidat­
ing way, but in a way that was power­
ful enough to dissemble all pieces and 
reassemble them so that they made 
more sense.
It wasn't that he could tell what she 
was thinking, or even detect her very 
obvious lies. It was that he illuminated 
flecks of her mind that she hadn't 
thought to take out of herself quite yet, 
but somehow had always wanted to.
She curled toward him, chin resting 
on her knees, one hand draped across 
his torso. She turned her face into his 
shoulder and exhaled. The warmth of 
his body made the sheets seem less 
cold, the weather dreary but appreciat­
ed. She looked up at him again. His 
gaze hadn't left her face.
One finger softly touched his cheek, 
where a few fiery patches of stubble 
had sprung up."You look sexy when 
you're stubbly."
He smiled and his eyes crinkled 
away into themselves.
"You're just saying that because you 
don't want me to shave."
She laughed in her normal way. "I 
just.. .well, you look great when you're 
all dressed up for work, too."
He smiled. "Yeah, but the fact that 
I'm a lawyer..."
Her smile faded a little.
"You're a good soul. It seems out of 
character for you to do what you do 
from nine 'til five."
"It's just until I get enough money."
"Well, you know how I feel about 
that, too."
"Yes, I do." He cupped her face 
towards his, the roughness of his chin 
grazing her cheek. "That's part of what 
I love about you." He kissed her.
His lips were warm and dry, their 
hold firm and gentle against hers. It 
was a strong, thankful kiss. A tender 
touch with only a shadow of weak­
ness. Which, one might say, is natural.
She looked at him again. "You just 
look more.. .organic like this."




"That'd be just agreement."
"This is a counter-assertion to mine."
"Right."
"Stubborn." She ran a wispy hand 
along his chest. She could feel his eyes 
tracing the path of her fingertips along 
his skin. Looking up, she saw he was 
studying her face intently.
"Tell me everything about you. I 
want to know everything."
She laughed. "Alright. I'm in love 
with you."
"What is love?"
"Is this a philosophical discussion 
all of sudden?"
"Yes." There he was, gazing intently 
again.
She tried to collect her thoughts. 
"Well, what kind of love are we talking 
about?"
"I don't know, just give me your def­
inition of love."
"But love is so broad, so rich. There 
are so many dynamics to it."
She felt like she was vacillating, even 
though she was positive she wasn't. 
She looked at him. His smile was 
almost entirely gone.
"So is chocolate, but that doesn't 
stop you from calling it 'delicious.' 
Spaced
by Nicole Amaral 'io
Asst. Portfolio Editor
forgotten the wind knew how to rush 
behind shoulders and in front of faces 
given the t ime of day, it was a lot 
to remember.
recal led the d ist inct feel of a good 
dream that is free to continue without 
rude awakening, it was nice to find out 
the ending.
gave up riding without a seat belt and 
saying senseless things, it was the last 
corner to be put into, the best chance of 
waking up.
You're making too much of the ques­
tion. Just answer it."
"But what if that's the best answer 
that I have?"
He looked out the window, his face 
clouding over. She watched his eyes 
darkening, his lips flatlining. She tried 
to speak, couldn't quite, thought it all 
over, and did what seemed like a good 
idea at the time. She lied.
Tweets of Incoherency
White Beads
by Bobby Bretz '12
Portfolio Staff
In earlier days
The old, old grandmas
Spoke of the dark
That was here before light,
And our emergence from the dirt, 
Eyes on the pastel dawn,
And we, the dreamers' descendants, 
Drive into the fierce sunsets
Carry the light, offend
The darkness in its earnest hour,
And we, the dreamers' descendants, 
Banish the old grandmas 
To hospitals and homes, 
Giving Changing Woman 
Something else to change.
by Katie Caliva '10
Portfolio Editor
Usually when I get text messages 
that make no sense, they're either from 
my (of-age) friends who have had too 
much to drink or my (underage) 
friends who have lost their 
minds. Cryptic text mes­
sages from my mother are a 
whole other level of confus­
ESSAY
ing. The SMS prowess of my parental 
units is usually exercised when they're 
bored in meetings or want to contact 
all four of their children at once.
"Goodnight, love you. If you're dead 
call me."
These nightly messages are also an 
opportunity for my mother to see 
which of us loves her most, a calculus 
based on speed of return message. (I 
maintain that my brother just uses a 
template to reply, which is why he is 
always the first to respond.)
For the past week, however, I was 
receiving messages of a different sort. 
For various reasons, my parents hit the 
road last Saturday and drove from 
Syracuse, N.Y. to Albuquerque, N.M. 
Crazy, right? It explains a lot about my 
own psyche. In any event, they got sick 
of calling us individually with updates 
of where in the great USA they were, 
and even text messages got laborious. 
My father's solution was Twitter. He 
began to issue tweets regularly from 
his cell phone/hand-held computer, 
regaling us with his exploits and snide 
mockery of all things foreign to his 
Northeastern snobbery. And then, real­
izing that some of his commentary was 
actually mocking her, my mother start­
ed sending us text messages rebutting 
my father's tweets. This was all as 
complicated as it sounds.
It was worse for me, because I was­
n't following their road trip on Twitter. 
I am in fact morally opposed to 
Twitter, refused to create an account, 
and subsequently was confused as hell 
by my mother's message. To me, "Dad 
is lying" was a statement of pathology 
in my father, not a response to a specif-
SCREEN SHOT from www.twitter.com
ic tweet in which he apparently slan­
dered her.
I was almost entirely out of the 
loop. While my siblings knew exactly 
where on Route 66 my parents were, I 
had only partial information coming 
from messages that raised more ques­
tions than they answered. I com­
plained to my parents, via phone call, 
and they told me just create a Twitter 
account. I gave in, but not until their 
car was actually pointing east again. 
Suddenly I was virtually following my 
father and siblings throughout their 
days, keeping tabs on their every 
move. (Call me Little Sister?)
I learned that my brother was "rais­
ing GDP" while my father puzzled 
over the arch in St. Louis. And then all 
hell really broke loose when they start­
ed responding to each other's tweets. 
My mind was spinning for hours try­
ing to sort it all out.
It was actually pretty amusing for 
awhile. My father's tweets were hilari­
ous, tongue-in-cheek testimonies to 
how different things are outside of the 
Northeast. (At one point, he rejoiced at 
finally finding a Dunkin' Donuts and 
wondered if he could keep a Box o' Joe 
warm on the engine.) And it was pret­
ty useful to pull up a Web site and 
know that my parents were surviving 
there jaunt, especially considering that 
I tend to miss more calls than I receive. 
In their case, I'll concede that Twitter 
was a good move. At the same time, 
however, I remain morally opposed to 
the thing.
I've yet to actually tell the world (via 
tweet) what I'm up to; my Twitter page 
bears my alias and nothing else. I 
expect to keep it that way. I'm not 
undertaking an epic journey into 
America's heartland anytime soon, so I 
don't really feel the need to reduce my 
outgoing communication to tweets. 
My way might make it more difficult 
for friends, family, and interested 
strangers to track me down, but at least 
I've got a better shot at making sense 
most of the time.
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Catching Hold of Snow Pixie Memories
by Conor Leary '11 
Portfolio Staff
Sidney just scrubbed. It was better 
than daring to steal a look over the 
windowsill, hoping that the first of 
March hadn't dumped several more 
inches of snow into the
SHORT backyard. Sure, school was 
STORY cancelled, but that didn't 
change the amount of 
resentment she held for the tiny ice 
pixies floating down from a sky 
clogged with monstrous cotton balls. 
Her neighbors had invested in their 
four-wheel-drive SUVs for exactly this 
purpose: They wouldn't have to worry 
about the conditions of the roads 
when fighting their way to work. 
Their children would be safe at home 
beneath the patient, responsible, and 
always handy supervision of the 16- 
year-old girl right next door.
Sidney dropped the plastic plate 
she'd been scrubbing peanut butter off 
of for 10 minutes and cast a long gaze 
into the arctic. The footprints that she 
had watched the 10-year-old menace 
make after wrestling him into Warm 
bundles were almost invisible, but his 
loud presence strangled even the 
howling wind. A sphere of frozen 
water fashioned by the pressure of 
mittens struck the window and made 
her jump, suds spilling out over the 
sink. The water soaked her socks and 
sent a chill racing through her.
Sidney remembered the days when 
white powder frosting the world like 
the inside of a snow globe made her 
grin broader than little orphan Annie 
after finding a home. She would sit 
and pray whenever her mother 
groaned about a storm that was com­
ing. She'd talk to anyone whom she 
thought could help the snow come 
faster: God, Mother Nature, even 
going so far as to call the weather cen­
ter on TV after copying down the 
flashing number when she was 10. 
Snow used to bring magic into her life 
where the world was frozen into some 
new place to explore. She could make 
friends out of snow—the round balls 
that formed snowmen, women, tiny 
children, and snow puppies invigorat­
ed by her imagination—or copy her­
self in angel form. She could run 
around taste the flakes on her tongue, 
to receive their chilly nutrition that 
tickled her tummy and made her 
smile. She could build and hide in
A Leap From the Beach to the
by Daniel James '11 
Portfolio Staff
The sun is cooking us like bacon and 
I swear that if it wasn't for the strong 
sunscreen that she had insisted I buy 
on the drive up we both would hear 
our flesh sizzling.
SHORT Even though we had
STORY about two hours to kill in 
the car, we didn't say much 
to each other. We were both tired from 
getting up early and being up late the 
night before, so I let her sleep for most 
of the ride to Narragansett Beach.
I survived the two hour drive out 
from Boston with a cigarette and a Red 
Bull. It was too early for my usual cat­
alogue of music so I put on talk radio 
and listened to the diatribes that drib­
bled out of the gung-ho hosts and their 
line of callers. I thought about calling 
in and seeing how the hosts would 
respond if I just tried to have a regular 
conversation, but I lost interest in the 
before I could even pull out my phone.
She woke up about 10 minutes out­
side of Kingston and interlaced her fin­
gers with mine. She leaned in and 
kissed me on the cheek, thanking me 
for finally taking her to the beach. I 
told her she was welcome and kept 
driving. Ten minutes later and we'd 
parked the car and were walking 
towards the oceanfront. I wanted to 
hang back, away from the crowds, but 
she told me she knew exactly where to 
igloos or make her brother flee from 
the arsenal of harmless spheres of 
fresh powder. She could go on some 
glorious adventure but she never left 
her world behind. When the snow 
melted away, she would see, no matter 
how far she thought she travelled, that 
she had never left home.
She never really understood why 
her mother despised the miracle that 
was snow until she watched the chaot­
ic children she was babysitting crash 
through the back door. An icy gust 
attacked her damp socks and made 
her hands lunge towards the door to 
seal the polar invasion outside. Ten- 
year-old Keith whipped out of his 
soggy jacket, hat, gloves, and snow 
pants in unbelievable time and just
threw them on the warm, dry carpet,
She wailed and Sidney sprung 
around to find his mischievous fea­
tures placid, flattened by some strate­
gy for pacifying punishment. He 
dashed away and kicked manically out 
of his snowy boots, the caked snow 
flying everywhere. Sidney managed to 
unwrap Angie from her cocoon and to 
soothe the red color of her blubbering 
face, her brown hair full of static elec­
tricity from her puffy hat.
"And he threw a snowball at me and 
he said he was going to bury Mister 
Teddy in a shallow grave!" The little 
go and that I shouldn't worry about it 
because we'd be close to the water, in 
the shade, and not surrounded by peo­
ple. She delivered on her promise, tak­
ing me towards a little comer of the 
beach where the wailing of children 
chasing seagulls and people shouting 
their conversations became merely 
white noise.
And so here we are, flesh sizzling, 
on the beach. She extends a towel and 
lets it unravel in the air and sink to the 
ground. She lies down and stretches 
her arm out to me and I take a seat next 
to her, tucking my legs into my chest.
"Is something wrong?' She asks, 
breaking a silence that seems to have 
been lingering for months.
I shrug. "No, I don't think so. Why?" 
"You seem tense."
"Nah," I say, verbally brushing it 
aside. "I'm good."
I flash her a smile to reassure her, 
but a part of me feels like that smile 
was a lie. I'm not tense—I was intimi­
dated. I can feel it every time I want to 
speak to her, every time I want to 
move a muscle. I wouldn't go so far as 
to say it was a bad thing though.
We've known each other for a few 
years now. I remember in high school 
we met in photo class. She thought I 
was a class clown who couldn't take 
anything seriously and a little preten­
tious. I thought she was quiet and 
resentful of everyone else's presence in 
the room. We were both wrong. 
girl squealed as Sidney picked up 
every dripping piece of outerwear and 
hung them on the clothes line.
"I'm sorry Angie. I'll talk to him." 
Sidney tried to appease the little girl 
as she walked into the kitchen to 
return to washing dishes. Angie fol­
lowed and aggravatingly persisted to 
be right behind Sidney with every 
step that she took. After nearly trip­
ping over the girl's whining comments 
for the third time, she turned to look at 
her and wondered if she could she sue 
for medical expenses if she actually 
did trip break her neck.
"I'm hungry!" Keith entered with a 
bone-chilling howl and a shove to 
Angie, who stumbled against the 
counters. Her bottom lip puckered in
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that foreboding way, the one she 
always seemed to greet Sidney with 
just when the parents were out the 
door. She thought fast because she 
didn't even want to attempt at shoving 
a firm foothold down to squash the 
tirades of her spoiled responsibilities.
"I have an idea. What if we did 
something I used to do after I played 
outside in the snow?"
Keith's upturned 10-year-old face 
was dismissive, but his eyes were alive 
with a light to know the big secret. 
Angie's lip disappeared into an excited 
smile. Sidney sighed and went over to 
the pantry. She found a canister of hot 
cocoa anda bag of marshmallows sit­
We weren't looking for anything. We 
were just two teenagers who were try­
ing to figure out the same things as 
everyone else. I was still mourning the 
deaths of my two friends who died in 
a drunk driving accident; she was just 
trying to survive the impending 
divorce between her mother and step- 
father. Something drove me nuts about 
her though. I couldn't shake it. I don't 
think she could either because we 
ended up going on our first date a 
month later. I had to pick her up late 
because I was working late, so we 
stayed in and watched a movie. I 
dropped and consequently broke one 
of her glasses after I had filled it to the 
brim with water. It wasn't my finest 
moment. We hung out again a week later.
I don t know how we ended up here. 
It was rocky for awhile. We fought a 
lot. I had to go into therapy to proper­
ly process the death of my friends, she 
had to be with other people. We fought 
about everything we could. At the end 
of the day I liked to believe that the 
reason we were arguing was because 
we were stupid. Somewhere in 
between hating each other and fight­
ing about where we stand I realized it 
didn't matter anymore.
In the end, things will fall apart. 
We're all dying, and sometimes we're 
dying so fast that we don't even realize 
it until something's happened and it's 
too late to say goodbye. In the end, 
how do we really live if we've spent 
ting on the highest shelf with the rest 
of Ore sugary snacks.
Sidney crossed one sweaty sock 
over the other so the warm hearth 
might dry them. She helped Angie 
hold a plastic mug of lukewarm cocoa 
to her mouth, marshmallow glaciers 
dissolving, propelled by subterranean 
global warming. She giggled as she 
sucked down one of the tasty forma­
tions and Sidney settled it carefully on 
the floor. Angie squeaked out the 
words to the Disney movie in the 
VCR, Cinderella dancing now with 
the mice during her cleaning chores. 
Sidney had hooked up the ancient 
device and brought out the classic 
Disney movie. Listening to Angie's 
singsong contentment, she looked 
over at Keith who had at first objected 
to watching "a stupid, girly movie 
where cooties come from." He sat qui­
etly through it, more focused on the 
fireplace in front of him, his cup of 
cocoa sitting in his lap. He watched 
the flames surround the wood and 
gnaw it away, blacken the meal before 
diving in. When it crackled, it always 
surprised him and he looked at Sidney 
with a pleasant smile. He no longer 
looked like a demon, his face red, 
cherub-like.
By the time Prince Charming had 
saved Cinderella from her life of toil 
and the fire had died, Angie and Keith 
were asleep. Angie lay with Mister 
Teddy in her arms across Sidney's lap, 
Keith cuddling like a puppy near the 
warm mantle. Sidney bit down hard 
as her phone vibrated in her pocket. 
She snatched it swiftly and killed the 
noise, watching for any stir. Angie 
rolled over onto the rug and Keith 
didn't budge.
"Hello." She whispered. It was her 
best friend, Theresa.
"Hey, heard you got stuck babysit­
ting the Johnson brats."
Sidney didn't respond at first. She 
looked at their peaceful faces, recalled 
the flecks of snow that had been in 
Angie's hair, flecks she brushed away, 
feeling the moist pixies melt invisibly 
on her skin.
"They were fine actually. Nothing's 
better than a snow day in March."
Theresa hung up confused as 
Sidney stretched her eyes out the win­
dow. She waited for another flake and 
another, counting the memories as 
they fell.
Unknown
what little, never guaranteed time we 
have arguing over the things we'll 
never remember? So I did what I had 
to do and swallowed my pride. She 
did the same. We began talking sensi­
bly. We began opening up.
But now there's a problem. I'm terri­
fied as all hell of losing her now that 
I've finally admitted to her how I feel. 
I don't think I could ever justify how I 
felt about her with words, and I cer­
tainly would damper the feeling if I 
became so brave to say that I love her, 
but what else do you call it? I don't 
know the word, and I'm scared that if I 
find a solid definition that it might 
change to something less than that one 
day. I'm not trying to convince her that 
taking a leap of faith on me is logical, I 
don't think I could convince anyone of 
that. But when we're lying in bed 
together and I'm making her laugh 
with stupid stories and jokes, I think I 
finally catch a glimpse of whatever 
that 'it' is that makes me want to push 
forward with life rather than dwell on 
death. I can feel her silk skin gently 
pull my hand away from my leg and 
put it next to her heart.
"Breathe," she gently says, reading 
my thoughts. "I'm right here."
I lie down next to her and take a 
deep breath. I don't know if this is a 
leap of faith, but it's a start and I'm 
glad I'm taking it with her.
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Cinderella on aTrain
by Alex BetGeorge 'ii
Portfolio Staff
"2:35 train for Washington, track 3" 
echoes from the speakerphone 
in arching sound waves beneath 
the station lobby's dome-*of who 
I am meet ing or not meet ing for 
what reason is irrelevant-*so 
then the bodies begin to shuffle from their benches, 
funneling as an absurd liquid of swollen winter coats 
down the stairwell-*the sight of my 
face yields no consequence on these passersby-* 
neither because it is 
alarmingly attractive nor unattractive-* 
(in its plainness)-*but paradoxically attracts 
others toward it—*(negligible appearance makes 
for invisibility)-*-*-*
and it makes necessary the endurance of these swollen others 
puncturing my personal domain-*allotted to
me, to them, by these unwritten society-standards that 
govern interpersonal interactions-* 
they have ironically grown more restrained recently, 
that is, in personal/real/physical encounters-* 
but less restrained via novel communication channels, i.e. 
the acceptable sending of bloated text messages in 
dozens/hundreds/tens whose contents 
mean...air-*-*-*
so-* 
once on the train (I am the last 
one), there appears a corpulent man I must pass 
without touching in the narrow aisle-*he has this 
pink perspiring plane of a forehead, but composes 
his mass with a compressed calm against the 
jutting arm of a chair-*alI in the vain hope.--* 
we will not touch-*-*-*
if only Eliot's 
cowardly Prufrock character could 
rise from the page to witness this modern exemplar 
of himself-* but I cannot help myself 
from seeing dear Prufrock as thin, near gaunt-* 
his anxieties/ponderings/troublings having worn 
his brain and body mass to nothing over 
decades of depressing years-*in this aspect 
the modern exemplar has not entirely failed in 
Prufrock's sense-* his pathetic-ness 
has not reached that degree, yet-* 
(given his generous dimensions)-*so-*-*-*
we pass-* and break the bonds of society's 
imposed awkwardness, thanks to his corpulence-* 
and our dear exemplar does 
not wither away-*neither mentally-* 
nor physically-*-*-*
for he has made contact with another 
soul (albeit a somewhat disgusted one) 
in the world-*(yes, but he saw me 
in all my plainness)-*-*-*
Tiffany&Earl
Making PC an emotional 
stable
This week... Boyfriends or Friends Who are Boys 
Dear Bev,
I'm not actually 
sure that you can 
get advice much 
better than what 
Charlotte York is 
able to spew out.
That being said, 
I'll try to tailor my 
answer to the col­
legiate world.
Boyfriends are by their very nature 
complicated creatures. They've been 
domesticated for centuries, but every 
so often they resort to the fight-or- 
flight tactics of their ancestors. It's 
illogical and it's annoying, but while 
we can't always live with them we also 
can't kill them because they've been 
granted the status of protected species.
The fact is that you and your man 
are never going to see eye-to-eye on 
every issue. You're going to hate that 
stupid old pick-up truck that he never 
lets you drive and he's going to hate 
the fact that your best friend is a guy. 
It's a fact of relationships. It is also a 
fact that if he loves you, he will trust 
you. I know that you don't want to 
hear, but it's true.
Are you ready for one final hard 
truth? You can't avoid this and you 
may ultimately have to give one of the 
guys in your life up. I don't think that 
it's impossible to have a strong roman­
tic relationship with one guy and a 
BFF-ship with another, but it totally 
depends on the three people involved. 
Your boyfriend may not be able to han­
dle it, and if push comes to shove, he 
may run away. And your BFFL may 
also run away if he feels alienated by 
your boyfriend.
Talk to both of them and then figure 
out if there's any way to work out a 
compromise, or at least an armistice.
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
I'm happy to say that I'm in a deeply-fulfilling relationship of about a year 
and a half with my lovely boyfriend. To add to my luck, I also have a fantas­
tic best friend for as long as I've lived. The trouble is, recently, the walk back 
from Louie's has included some conversation where my boyfriend says he 
feels really uncomfortable about my best friend being a guy. Although I've 
earnestly told him not to worry, that we've always been completely platonic 
and I haven't an ounce of attraction for him—he continues to feel threatened 
by our BFF-ship. I could just keep avoiding it but for how long? And please 
don't give me that: "If he really loves you, he'll trust you." I need college 
advice, not Charlotte York.
Sincerely, 
Troubled Beverly
Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com
Dear Beev,
To begin, I would 
like to call attention 
to the fact that 
every little piece of 
advice I have had to 
give in the past 
three months has 
been because of 
Louie's. What the 
hell happened to
that place when I was on sabbatical? Is it 
run by Tony Robbins now? Are there 
baristas serving Zima? The estrogen lev­
els of men exiting that establishment are 
staggeringly high.
I guess I should be happy about this 
change though. The bar does keep me in 
a job and now I don't have to worry 
about the prospect of being penetrated 
by a Kalashnikov while walking through 
the neighborhood.
I am going to give you and every 
femme on campus the same advice. If it 
hurts don't do it anymore. When I tell 
good ole Doc Van Peebles it hurts when I 
pee he says, "Well then I guess you better 
brick up that commode E, cuz you 
shouldn't be doing that [exphtive delet­
ed] any more.
Boycott Louie's and when those neo­
sensitive Rugby Manatees stop tweeting 
Deepak Chopra and put down then- 
plumb palm pilots they will look around 
and notice there are no women to share 
their feelings with.
Things will either get exponentially 
weird (imagine a male orgy of tears and 
shame, accented with moans of deep 
understanding and support). Or they'll 
leave and in a day or two the spell of 
Louie's will pass and your men will go 
back to chugging muscle milk and 
speaking monosyllabically. If you still 
have problems after that tell your man 
that the friend is gay. Done.
P.S. Who the KUCK is Charlotte York?
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What are you doing over this 
spring break?
"Roadtrip to Daytona Beach in a Civic with 
five people."
"Going to Maine to build houses in the snow!" 
Nate Pinches '10
Katie Curley '09, Nicole Cirilli '09
"Having fun filling out FAFSA reports for our children!" 
Susan McCauley, Richy Kless '74




"Have a couple more babies."
Nadya Suleman, new mother of octuplets
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Friars Scoreboard







Efejuku led the Friars with 28 points on just 
seven shots in the Friars 73-66 win at Rutgers. 
For his efforts he was named Big East Player 
of the Week.
Marandola recorded a season-high 23 points 
and went 7-8 from the foul 
line against Syracuse.
Scores Schedules
Friday, 2/27 Thursday, 3/5
Women's Track at N.E. Championships Ind. Results Men's Basketball at Villanova 7:00 p.m.
Men's Track at N.E. Championships Ind. Results
Men's Hockey at Boston College L, 5-1 Friday, 3/6
Men's Hockey vs. Boston University 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, 2/28 Softball vs. BYU 12:00 p.m.
Women's Hockey vs. Connecticut W, 3-0 Women's Basketball vs. West Virginia 8:00 p.m.
Lacrosse vs. Hobart L, 8-6
Women's Basketball vs. Notre Dame L, 65-56 Saturday, 3/7
Men's Hockey vs. Boston College L, 4-3 OT Women's Track at ECAC Championships All Day
Women's Track at N.E. Championships Ind. Results Men's Track at IC4A Championships All Day
Men's Track at N.E. Championships Ind. Results Softball vs. California 3:00 p.m.
Women's Hockey at New Hampshire 12:00 p.m.
Sunday, 3/1 Softball at Fresno State 10:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball at Rutgers W, 73-66 Women's Basketball at Big East Championship 12:00 p.m.
Monday, 3/2 Sunday, 3/8
Women's Basketball at Syracuse L, 78-72 Women's Track at ECAC Championships All Day
Men's Track at IC4A Championships All Day
Women's Hockey at Hockey East Championship 12:30 p.m.
Softball vs. Northern Illinois 1:00 p.m.
Men's Hockey at Boston University 2:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball at Big East Championship TBA
Standings
Women's Hockey East (3/4) Men's Big East Basketball (Top 8) (3/4)
Hockey East Overall Big East Overall
Team W L w L T Team W L W L
New Hampshire 16 2 22 5 5 Connecticut 15 2 27 2 -
Boston College 14 5 21 7 5 Louisville 14 2 23 5
Boston University 14 6 18 10 7 Pittsburgh 13 3 26 3
Providence 12 8 17 15 3 Marquette 12 4 23 6
Connecticut 12 8 19 12 4 Villanova 12 5 24 6
Northeastern 7 13 12 20 3 Providence 10 7 18 11
Vermont 5 15 7 25 2 Syracuse 9 7 21 8
Maine 4 15 5 23 5 West Virginia 9 7 20 9
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Providence Set to Play West Virginia in Big East Tourney
by Alexis Smith T2
Sports Staff
The Providence College Women's 
Basketball Team suffered two losses 
this week against Notre Dame and 
Syracuse. The Friars conclude their 
regular-season schedule 
WOMEN'S with a 10-19 record over- 
HOOPS and a 4-12 mark in 
the Big East.
On Monday, March 2, 
Providence lost to Syracuse 78-72 at 
the Carrier Dome in Syracuse, N.Y. PC 
and Syracuse shared a 4-12 conference 
mark heading into the game, but the 
Orange improved to 16-13 overall and 
5-11 in conference.
Senior Chelsea Marandola was the 
leading scorer with a season-high of 23 
points. Junior Emily Cournoyer 
matched her season-high with 20 
points for the Friars. The Syracuse 
offense was led by Nicole Michael, 
who had 22 points.
Going into the locker room the 
Orange took a 44-27 lead as Erica 
Morrow and Michael each recorded 11 
first-half points. Marandola tallied 12 of 
the Friars' 27 points in the opening half.
The Orange, in the second half, 
pushed their lead to as many as 23 
points bringing the score to 52-29 with 
17:45 left on the clock. The Friars came 
out to shoot a blistering 57.1 percent 
from the field with a 16-28 record in 
the second half to help fuel a come­
back attempt.
Coumoyer led the charge with 16- 
second-half points and went 8-8 shoot­
ing from the field. Providence chipped 
away at the lead and eventually cut the 
deficit to 10, bringing the score up to 56- 
46 on a 17-4 scoring run. The teams 
traded baskets during the next few 
minutes and Syracuse maintained its 
10-point advantage at 64-54 with 5:48 
left to play.
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Senior Chelsea Marandola paced the Friars' offensive attack with a season-high 23 
points against Syracuse on Monday, March 2.
Syracuse pushed its lead to 15 points 
moving the score to 70-55 on a small 6- 
1 run with 3:51 remaining on the clock, 
but Friars challenged their opponent 
with a 15-4 rim to make the score 74-70 
with 1:27 left. Syracuse secured the 
win with 4-6 performance from the 
free throw line in the final minute.
On Saturday, Feb. 28, the Friars lost 
against Notre Dame with a final score 
of 65-56. The Fighting Irish improved 
to 20-7 overall and 9-6 in the Big East.
Lindsay Schrader scored 18 points 
for the Insh, including the 1,000th of 
her career. Also Ashley Barlow hit two 
key three-pointers in the second half to 
spark a Notre Dame rally from which 
the Friars could not recover.
Notre Dame and Providence were 
tied at 41 when Barlow made consecu- 
five three-pointers and then scored on 
a layup after her steal.
Natalie Novosel's basket capped a 
10-0 run as the Irish built a 51-41 lead 
and sealed the win. Becca Bruszewski 
added 16 points for the Irish.
For the Friars Marandola led with 15 
total points in the game.
The Friars will return to action on 
Friday, March 6, in the first round of the 
2009 Big East Conference Women's 
Basketball Championship at the XL 
Center in Hartford, Conn.. The Friars 
will tip off at 8:00 p.m. against West 
Virginia, a team that bested Providence 
by just nine points in February.
2009 Big East Women's Basketball 
Tournament - First Round 
Match-ups: Friday, March 6 
XL Center, Hartford, Conn.
Syracuse 12 vs. St. John's 13 
12:00 p.m.
Marquette 9 vs. Cincinnati 6 
2:00 p.m.
Georgetown 10 vs. Seton Hall 15 
6:00 p.m.
West Virginia 11 vs. Providence 14 
8:00 p.m.





With only one game
continued from back page
of open, so I shot it."
Following the shot up with two free 
throws to extend the lead back to eight 
with 1:34 to play, Friar fans and players 
breathed a sigh of relief as the game 
finally seemed out of reach for Rutgers.
"I passed it to him on the wing, but 
he was out there pretty good," said 
Efejuku, who managed to dominate 
the Rutgers defense that was in his 
face all day. "When he shot it, I just 
looked up and prayed."
remaining in
the regular season, a road victory over 
Villanova is exactly the ticket the Friars 
need to admit them into post-season 
play. A win on Thursday will allow 
the Friars to prove themselves as top 
contenders in college hoops and take 
any guesswork out of the NCAA com­
mittee's hands.
The Wildcats will certainly be hot, 
coming off a 77-60 road win at Notre 
Dame. Boasting a 24-6 overall record 
and 12-6 in the Big East, Jay Wright's 
team will be looking to seal a top-4 
league finish, giving them a double 
bye in next week's tournament.
With Georgetown, Notre Dame and 
Cincinnati all choosing to have bad 
weeks, Providence still remains on the 
fence. As the Big East sorts itself out in 
the final days before tournament play, 
the Friars will need to work harder 
than ever to remain serious contenders 
for the big dance later this month.
"For the seniors and everyone in the 
locker room, we've never made it so 
this would be the best year of my life," 
said Xavier. "It's every kid's dream in 
college to play in the NCAA 
Tournament. This could be it."
SUMMER ON 
CAPE COD!!
The Wychmere Harbor 
Beach Club!
Now conducting interviews 
for summer employment on 
our Cape Cod property March 
26, 27, 28 and April 2, 3, 4. 
Servers, Lifeguards, Beach 
Attendants and more needed!
On-Site Housing is Available.
Visit our website at 
www.wychmereharbor.com 
for available positions and call 
(508) 432-1000 xl29 for 
details!
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Two Losses Dash PC Skaters' Tourney Hopes
by Chris Mammen '11
Sports Staff
This weekend the Providence 
College Men's Hockey Team saw their 
Hockey East Tournament hopes 
snuffed out, suffering two straight 
losses to Hockey East foe 
MEN'S Boston College. The 
HOCKEY Friars fell 4-3, despite 
home-ice advantage in an 
overtime thriller on 
Saturday night, following a lopsided 
5-1 Eagle win on Friday night in 
Chestnut Hill. The Friars fell to 4-16-5 
in conference play and 7-20-5 overall, 
while BC improved to 10-10-5 in 
Hockey East and 15-12-5 overall.
"When you've lost seven games out 
of 32 and are mired in ninth place, you 
find ways to lose," said Head Coach 
Tim Army. "We have at times played 
better than our record would indicate, 
but this weekend was a microcosm of 
our season in that we play well, but 
don't stay on task and keep our heads 
in the game, make some mistakes, 
some unforced errors and ultimately 
no one can win with sloppy play."
Knowing their tournament hopes 
were on the line, the Friars came out 
strong Saturday night scoring three 
unanswered goals before the Eagles 
came roaring back. The Friars struck 
just 1:24 into the first period when jun­
ior Chris Eppich scored on a break­
away. Just eight minutes later, freshman 
Matt Bergland increased the lead to 2-0 
with his ninth goal of the season by fir­
ing into the net from the left circle.
Junior Mark Fayne gave PC a 3-0 lead 
when he tallied his fourth goal of the 
season at the 3:42 mark of the second 
period. The Eagles' comeback began 
when Brock Bradford scored two unan­
swered goals, the second coming on a 
power-play, cutting the Friar lead to 3- 
2. With a little more than ten minutes 
left in the third period Andrew Orpik 
scored the equalizer for BC, and this 
game was headed for overtime.
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Junior Mark Fayne scored his fourth goal of the season against Boston College on 
Saturday, Feb. 28, at Schneider Arena.
In overtime it took the Eagles just 45 
seconds to finish off the Friars. The 
definitive goal came when Matt Price 
redirected a teammate's shot past PC 
freshman goalie Alex Beaudry, sealing 
the win for Boston College. Beaudry 
finished with 29 saves, while BC net- 
minder John Muse tallied 23 stops.
"It doesn't matter what place you're 
in, you do what you can to win and 
you have your whole heart in it," said 
sophomore Ben Farrer. We had the 
effort and the confidence in each other, 
we worked together, but they (Boston 
College) were able to take advantage 
of some mistakes."
In Friday night's contest the Friars 
came out strong in the first period, 
only to falter and make several mental 
mistakes which the Eagles took full 
advantage of. The Friars jumped out to 
an early 1-0 lead when junior co-cap- 
tain John Cavanagh scored his team 
leading 10th goal of the season. 
Sophomore Matt Germain and fresh­
man Matt Bergland were both credited 
with assists on the goal.
Boston College responded just min­
utes later when Kyle Kucharski scored 
his 10th goal of the season and evened 
the score at 1-1. The Eagles then went 
on a minor scoring rampage scoring 
four more unanswered goals over the 
course of the last two periods, includ­
ing two goals for Barry Almeida and 
one each for Brian Gibbons and Joe 
Whitney, bringing the Eagles to the 
final and decisive score of 5-1.
"To us, these games have all the 
meaning in the world, and we want 
these guys to get experience and 
knowledge which they can bring back 
next fall," said Coach Army regarding 
two games against Boston University 
this weekend. "We have a young 
group and the learning curve is bigger 
for them, and over the next two 
months I will evaluate the entire pro­
gram. We have a great talent base but 
we obviously need to get better, tweak 
some things, and tighten up so we 
have a similar but re-adjusted direc­
tion for next season."
Cavanagh echoed Army's thoughts 
on building for the future, saying "We 
go into this weekend with the mindset 
that we still have something to prove. 
Our record doesn't show what we're 
capable of, so we have nothing to hold 
back for. Anyone who is part of a team 
that plays the way we have and not got­
ten the results looks towards the next 
year in hopes of something better. We 
need to take a step back, obviously we'd 
love to be in the playoffs and keep play­
ing, but it will help mentally to step 
back and take a look at ourselves."
The Friars will finish off the 2008-09 
campaign this weekend when they 
host Boston University on Friday 
night at 7:00 p.m. before traveling to 
Boston where they will challenge the 











Call Jenn at 
401-789-7700. 
Pier Realty Property 
Manager
Davidson Takes Mile, Men Set School 4x400 Record
by Chris Torello '11
Sports Staff
A week after the Big East tourna­
ment leader boards were draped with 
Friar Black and White, the Men's and 
Women's Indoor Track squads took 
aim at the New England 
INDOOR Championships from 
TRACK Boston, Mass. However, it 
seemed to be some differ­
ent faces taking the spot­
light on this final February weekend 
due to the National Championships 
quickly approaching, as they are set to 
begin in less than two weeks. Still, the 
Friar runners provided the same 
magic on the track.
On the women's side, Freshman 
Hannah Davidson captured a win in 
the mile run with a time of 4:54.20. Her 
teammate and fellow freshman, Sara 
Graney finished eighth at 5:07.75. In 
the 1,000-meter race it was senior Katie 
Elliot running to a strong sixth with a 
time of 2:57.99. Sophomore Emma 
Perron gave it her all in the 3,000- 
meter race as she claimed second place 
with a time of 9:57.27.
The men were led by Dewey as he 
finished second in the 800-meters and 
split up a possible UConn Huskies 
one-two finish. Dewey ran a new per­
sonal-best time of 1:49.64. For some 
reason, all Friars athletes enjoy dis­
rupting the flow of UConn athletics. In 
the mile, sophomore Stephen 
Hankinson placed seventh with a 
respectable time of 4:12.79.
"The New England Championships 
went very well for us," said senior
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Senior Charles Dewey anchored the Friars' 4 x 400-meter relay team at the New 
Enland Championships. The Friars set a school record in a time of 3:20.53, which 
was good for first place at the meet.
Charles Dewey. "We had a few terrific 
individual performances this weekend 
on both girls and guys teams, however 
the standout race for me was the men’s 
4x400m relay."
The men wrapped up their day of 
competition with a high-note. TTiey 
won the 4x400 meter relay with a new 
school-record time of 3:20.53. The 
relay team was led to victory by four 
Massachusetts natives: Dewey, junior 
Isaiah Davis, sophomore Brian 
Stannard, and senior Alan Pandiani.
"About 100 meters into my leg, [the 
Tufts ancor leg] blazed past me leaving 
a trail of fire," siad Dewey. "I saw the 
race slipping away from me. As I came 
down the straightaway, I saw my tea­
mates out of the corner of my eye and 
heard them screaming their oxygen- 
deprived lungs dry. I was not going to 
let this guy get away from me. With a 
rush of adrenaline to my brain, I kicked 
harder than I ever have in my life."
Dewey's solid anchor performance 
secured the win and a laudable slice of 
immortality for the 2009 Indoor Track 
Team in the record books.
Over the course of this winter, this 
sportswriter has had the privilege and 
honor of writing articles involving the 
speeding bullets known as the Men's and 
Women's Indoor Track Teams. Before 
beginning the task of writing these arti­
cles, the thought came to mind that per­
haps a more "fit" person should write for 
this part of The Cowl. Also take into 
account that the last time there was a pas­
sion for running, it came when the ice 
cream truck was making its way down 
Steeple View Lane, a small street in a 
small town in Connecticut. However, the 
team's energy and commitment to excel­
lence through hard work and dedication 
certainly got this guy's attention, and will 
forever be remembered as one of the 
finest groups of athletes one could ever 
hope to encounter.
The team has and will continue to 
represent the school with pride and 
dignity as they make their way down to 
College Station, Texas for the National 
Championships. So, while you are at 
home over Spring Break watching the 
Big East Basketball Tournament, check 
out the Indoor Track results and 
become inspired by the true definition 
of endurance, heart, and teamwork.
Before the men and women can 
head down to Texas, they each com­
pete in competitions this weekend. 
The Men will compete in the IC4A 
Championships at Boston University 
and the Women travel to the ECAC 
Championships held at Reggie Lewis 
Arena in Boston. Both Events will be 
held on Saturday, March 7.
www.thecowl .com
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Did the Patriots make a good move by trading Matt Cassel and 
Mike Vrabel for only a second-round draft pick?
Why? This is the question on the 
minds of many Patriots fans after the 
Matt Cassel trade for a measly second- 
round pick (34th overall). Cassel, an 
unproven commodity at this time last 
year, was the hottest name on the trad­
ing block as the free agency period 
loomed. Rumors swirled about teams 
willing to give up first-round picks for 
Cassel, but nothing viable ever came 
from that. Then on Saturday, Feb. 28, 
Cassel and Vrabel were traded, leav­
ing many around the NFL stunned. 
However, as we dig deeper we can 
understand why Bill Belichick made 
this move.
Cap flexibility is so important in 
the NFL. With Cassel on the roster, 
the Patriots did not have much room 
to maneuver. Together with Tom 
Brady, the two QBs were slated to 
earn $28 million combined; an astro­
nomical number to pay two players of 
the same position when the cap is at 
$123 million. Leverage for the Patriots 
was lost because executives around 
the league knew the team could not 
go into the year with both. Making 
the trade before free agency gave the 
Patriots about $21 million to spend on 
new talent and draft picks, whereas 
before the Cassel and Vrabel trade, 
they would have had only $2 million. 
The extra money allowed the Patriots 
to go after players, one being ex 
Jaguar Fred Taylor.
A minor detail that the media has 
overlooked is the fact that Kansas City 
had not signed Cassel to a new deal in 
completing the trade. Negotiations on 
a new deal could have prolonged the 
completion of the trade, restricting the 
Patriots in free agency. Instead, Cassel 
was sent to KC without a new deal. 
The puzzling rejection of the 12th 
overall pick from the Broncos for 
Cassel ties into the cap flexibility theo­
ry too. Belichick did not want to be 
burdened signing an unproven rookie 
to a large contract. He is confident 
enough in his scouting to find a player 
with the 34th overall pick that can con­
tribute right away and won't count 
much against the cap.
- Chris Crawford '10
Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to 
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions 
either about PC sports or sports in general to 
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we'll do our 
best to answer them—and stir up a little 
debate if we can!
Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff
The greatest concern for Bob Kraft 
this offseason? Making sure his 
Patriots have a reliable HMO. Because 
that is exactly what it will take for 
New England to make a legitimate run 
at a championship this season. 
Following a trade which included the 
unloading of recently franchised back­
up quarterback Matt Cassel and veter­
an Mike Vrabel, the health of superstar 
Tom Brady should be the only priority 
for Bill Belichick & Co.
This trade was executed in bizarre 
fashion. Period. Let's be honest here, 
we all know Vrabel will be 34 when 
the season starts in September. We 
also know that the Patriots cannot 
afford to pay two quarterbacks well 
over $10 million each next season. 
Neither of these reasons justifies 
receiving only one draft pick in return 
for two extremely talented players, 
however. Although Vrabel's produc­
tion has tailed off, he remained an 
established leader on New England's 
defense. He's a veteran guy that plays 
with a big heart and is a unifying 
force in the clubhouse.
Cassel needs no introduction. He 
has proven himself a winner in the 
shadows of megastar Tom Brady. He 
is a huge upgrade for the Chiefs who 
had a man named Tyler Thigpen 
slinging passes —and his fair share of 
interceptions—in 2008. Cassel's per­
formance at the helm last year merits 
him at least a first-round pick or mul­
tiple other picks in place of that. Put it 
this way, if Brady's recovery stalls or 
he reinjures himself in 2009, the Pats 
traded away their only hope of resur­
recting their season for one second- 
round draft pick.
The most important thing to remem­
ber in all of this? The NFL draft is a 
true crapshoot. The Patriots should 
have milked this trade like dairy was 
going out of style. They could certain­
ly have secured a few more picks even 
if they were in late rounds. Because 
remember, late draft picks for the Pats 
tend to have a funny way of finding 
themselves to the top. Cough. Tom 
Brady. Cough. Matt Cassel.
- Anthony Valentino '09




by Casey Reutemann '09 
Sports Staff
You are days away from Spring 
Break 2009. You can almost feel the 
sun's rays on your (preferably SPF 
slathered) skin. Your stomach is doing 
celebratory somersaults 
in anticipation of gour­
met/ home-cooked 
/island cuisine. You 
don't think you'll make 
it to Friday...you are so ready for a 
break that your muscles ache.
Hold on. Come back to reality. 
Could it be that those achy knees and 
sore derrieres are not the result of 
unrestrained excitement, but of your 
frantic efforts to shape up in record 
time for the beach (or wherever you 
plan on going next week)? Lets face it, 
to say that Concannon has been 
crowded as of late is the understate­
ment of the century. It seems that more 
students than not have upped the 
intensity of their fitness habits...at the 
same time.
That's great, if you intend to main­
tain them upon your return. However, 
I'm going to go out on a limb and say 
that Concannon will be much quieter 
after Spring Break. Many of you have 
seen enough of that glass atrium, 
watched enough Home Improvement 
reruns, and guzzled enough Aquafina 
in the past few weeks to last you the 
rest of the school year. I dare you to 
prove me wrong.
When you return from your much- 
needed R&R, fun in the sun, communi­
ty service, etc., try fighting that desire 
to avoid the gym at all costs by trying 
something new: spinning!
You may have noticed the signs for 
spinning classes in the fitness center 
and thought "What, now Dizzy Bat is 
considered exercise?!?" (humor me 
and giggle, please). Quite the contrary, 
spinning may just be the no-excuses 
answer to your post-Spring Break 
motivation problems.
The new Spinning Studio, located in 
lower Alumni-Hall (next to the Friar- 
Phone room) is home to your favorite 
new workout. Not only is it exciting, 
but it is also a privilege, to have such 
an awesome fitness opportunity avail­
able right here on the Providence 
College campus! For those who aren't 
familiar with it, spinning is a group 
indoor cycling class that is done on a 
self-controlled, easy to use stationary 
(spinning) bike. There is a simple 
resistance knob in the center of the 
bike that allows each rider to control 
the difficulty of their ride.
Classes are made up of 15 students 
(pick up a ticket at the Concannon 
front desk 30 minutes before each 
scheduled class), led by an instructor 
who guides the ride through verbal 
instruction and very loud (think: your 
roommate would hate you forever if 
you played music at this decibel), 
motivating music. The entire class is 
taught in dim lighting and allows you 
to imagine that you are actually riding 
a bike in the great outdoors.
As the class progresses your 
instructor will guide you through a 
variety of different intervals. He/she 
may help you to visualize pedaling 
up a hill and will instruct you to "add 
in a half-turn of resistance". Or, you 
may be told to "take the resistance off 
and sprint for the next thirty seconds" 
(followed by a motivating "GO, 
FASTER, GO, GO, GO!!!).
Over the course of a 45-50 minute 
class you will vary resistance and 
speed, as well as alternate between 
standing and seated positions, making 
the time fly by. While you work, you 
will be burning calories (appx. 450 for 
45 minutes, but it varies by body type, 
fitness level, etc.), increasing your aer­
obic capacity, toning your legs and 
having fun!
The best part about spinning classes 
is that they are fool-proof and not lim­
ited to those with advanced fitness lev­
els or experience. Since you control the 
speed and resistance of your bike, the 
class really is what you make it.
Also, since there is no difficult cho­
reography spinning is great for those 
who are typically intimidated by tradi­
tional group fitness classes. Males and 
females of all ages enjoy this workout; 
it is truly a gender-neutral and time­
less addition to any exercise regimen.
Since words can't convey the ener­
getic spirit and physical satisfaction 
of a spinning workout, make it your 
goal to try one as your first post­
spring break workout. Better yet, 
commit to trying it three times... first 
to get the hang of it, second to get the 
various positions perfected, and third 
to really embrace the excitement fac­
tor of the ride.
I hope you all have a wonderful 
week off, and I look forward to seeing 
some well rested, well fed and glow­
ing faces in the Spinning Studio upon 
our return!
*For more information on sign-up 
procedure or a schedule of classes, 
please visit the front desk in the 
Concannon Fitness Center... Don't be 
shy, tell them Casey sent you!
LAX: Friar Rally Comes 
up Short in Home Opener
HOCKEY: PC to Play in
Hockey East Semi-Finals
continued from back page 
the net off a good feed from senior 
Bobby Labadini to pull the Friars 
within three (6-3) with 2:22 to go in 
the third.
The third quarter was senior goal 
keeper Robert Bryan's time to shine as 
he recorded eight of his 10 saves in the 
quarter. Feeding off of Bryan's per­
formance, Tigh added another score 
1:15 into the fourth quarter, moving 
Providence within two at 6-4 with 
10:45 to go. After a Jeff Colburn score 
put Hobart back up three goals, Fallon 
posted his second goal of the game for 
the Friars and the Hobart lead was 
back to two at 7-5 with 4:36 left.
A Hobart score with 3:52 remaining 
moved Hobart up 8-5 and a late goal 
by Providence sophomore Mike 
Feldberg gave the Friars their sixth 
and final goal of the game.
Despite the loss, Head Coach Chris 
Burdick knows well that it is a long 
season with plenty of opportunities to 
pick up important wins.
"Obviously opening the season at 
Syracuse was not an ideal situation for 
our guys, but you have to take what 
you get," Burdick said. "This team 
knows we let this game [vs. Hobart] 
get away from us and we're certainly 
looking to turn things around this 
Thursday. It's a long season and these 
things happen. The guys know what 
they need to do against Yale and we're 
taking it one game at a time."
The Friars are back on the road for a 
7:00 p.m. contest on Thursday, March 
5, in a must-win game against Yale at 
Reese Stadium in New Haven, Conn.
continued from back page
from the goal out, so we're all about 
making sure the puck stays out of our 
net first and working our way from 
there."
Ruff herself pounced on another 
rare find, a fleeting opportunity mid­
way through the third to augment the 
lead to 2-0. Parking up front much the 
same way Veharanta had in the first, 
she waited for senior Erin Normore's 
feed from behind the cage and leveled 
home a one-timer with 9:50 remaining.
Only then did the UConn offense 
perk back up. Four of their five third- 
period shots were launched within the 
final four minutes, including a break­
away by top gun Dominique Thibault 
with 3:19 to spare. When Lacasse 
foiled that try, which otherwise might 
have sawed the lead in hair and 
pumped gobs of life back into the 
Huskies' tanks, visiting coach Heather 
Linstad used her timeout and subse­
quently forked out Garcia in favor of a 
desperate six-pack attack.
Instead, without an ounce of com­
mand lost, the Friars simply won the 
next face-off and reeled home an 
empty netter via Pehkonen.
"[Thibault] really didn't challenge 
me that much," said Lacasse who 
pushed away 116 of 119 total shots and 
notched two shutouts in four bouts 
with the Huskies this season. "I was 
expecting a much bigger move, but 
instead she just kind of left [the puck] 
there. So, I think [the save] really gave 
our team momentum."
The Friars will return to action on 
Saturday, March 8, when they travel to 
Durham, N.H. to take on the first-place 
New Hampshire Wildcats in the
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Efejuku Keeps Friars' NCAA Tourney Hopes Alive
by Mollie Quinn '09 
Asst. Sports Editor
A season that started out slow and 
ugly has revved up due to a late-season 
run, turning it into one that may end 
with the Friars dandng later this month.
As fans and the media
MEN'S debate the Friars' NCAA 
HOOPS chances, Keno Davis' 
team members have a 
more immediate worry 
on their minds, Villanova, whom they 
play Thursday, March 5.
After a crucial road victory against 
Rutgers on Sunday, March 1, the Friars 
improved to 18-11 overall and 10-7 in 
the league to clinch a top-eight finish 
and an automatic bye in the first round 
of the Big East Tournament.
With the season and NCAA tourna­
ment dreams riding on their last two 
games, the Friars were careful not to 
throw away an important win at 
Rutgers. Although they made things 
interesting at times, almost giving up 
a 19-point lead in the final nine min­
utes, the Friars had a victory in mind 
the whole time. Defeating the Scarlet 
Knights 73-66, the Friars were led by 
senior Weyinmi Efejuku with 28 
points, including a career-high 15 free 
throws in 17 attempts. Providence 
also benefitted from senior Jeff 
Xavier's on-target three-point shoot­
ing and junior guard Sharaud Curry's 
quick offensive rhythm.
JOHN VAGHI 'io/The Cowl
Senior Weyinmi Efejuku was named Big East Player of the Week this week for his 
16 points against Pittsburgh and his 28 points against Rutgers. Efejuku is the 
Friars' leading scorer this season, averaging 14.9 points per game.
Things were off to a slow start in the 
first eight minutes as the two teams 
traded baskets, until Xavier sunk a 
deep three to give the Friars a 10-8 
lead. A 15-footer from senior Geoff 
McDermott gave PC a spark to push 
them ahead 16-12. However, Rutgers 
responded to a 3:42 minute Friar field­
goal drought and jumped ahead 20-18 
with 5:32 remaining in the half.
Curry answered back with a three 
[jointer, and the Friars regained their 
ead, 23-22. A runner by McDermott 
propelled the PC lead to five with 2:39 
remaining in the half. In the final min­
utes of the first half, the Friars started 
to look like the same team that had just 
beat Pitt. PC went on a 13-2 run, giving 
the Friars a 33-26 advantage at inter­
mission and leaving the Scarlet 
Knights looking totally spooked.
McDermott came out of the locker 
room looking good and scored the first 
six points of the second half for the fri­
ars. Consecutive three-pointers from 
Efejuku and Xavier sent the Friars 
soaring to a 45-30 lead with 15:38 
remaining in the contest. Rutgers 
made strides to get themselves back in 
the game, cutting the gap to 10 at 
with 13:39 to go. However, the Friars 
answered back with seven straight 
uncontested points, extending the lead 
back to 15. An alley-oop from Curry to 
junior Brian McKenzie gave the Friars 
what appeared to be a commanding 
19-point lead.
Nevertheless, the determined Scarlet 
Knights would not give up yet. 
Shaking things up for the Friars, 
Rutgers stormed back, outscoring 
Providence 16-0 over the next 5:57 to 
cut the Friar lead to just three.
With the Friars clinging to a three 
point lead with less than three minutes 
to play, a Jeff Xavier three-pointer 
saved the day.
"I know I love big-time, crunch-time 
moments, just like everyone else in the 
locker room," Xavier said. "I got the 
ball, looked at the basket and was kind
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Friars Fall to Hobart 
in Home Opener
Friars Advance in HE Tourney
by John Sessions '12
Sports Staff
After a tough season-open­
ing loss to No. 1 Syracuse last 
week, the Providence College 
Men's Lacrosse
LAX
Team (0-2) hoped 
to rebound with a
win at home in 
front of their Friar
Fanatics. Unfortunately, the 
Friars fell just short in this past 
Saturday's bout with Hobart 
College (3-0), dropping their 
home opener by a score of 8-6.
The Friar Field Hockey and 
Lacrosse Complex was 
buzzing with activity and 
eager fans awaiting their Friar 
Laxers, who were predicted to 
jlace second in the MAAC 
jreseason poll. Even the high- 
y revered Bill Belichick, Head 
Coach of the New England 
Patriots, was in attendance for 
the game—this, of course, 
only increasing the anticipa­
tion of the Friars' first home 
appearance.
After a grueling 13 minute 
defensive struggle to open the 
contest, Hobart midfielder 
Mike Suits found the back of 
the net off a pass by attack 
Kevin Curtin to give the 
Statesmen a 1-0 lead. Two 
minutes later, senior Jeff 
Colburn posted another goal 
for the Statesmen and that 
gave his squad a 2-0 advan­
tage with 34 seconds left in the 
quarter.
The Friars answered quick­
ly with a heads-up play by 
junior attack Colin Tigh, who 
led the Friars with two goals
and an assist, as well as scoop­
ing up four ground balls. The 
5-7 attack found a wide-open 
sophomore Chris Donato in 
front of the net who beat the 
Hobart goaltender,
Sillberlicht, for his first career 
goal as a Friar. The goal 
moved the Friars within one 
with 0:19 remaining in the 
opening quarter.
Halfway through the sec­
ond quarter, junior midfield 
Jackson Fallon rifled a shot 
past Silberlicht to even the 
score at 2-2. Hobart midfield­
er Tyler Cassell then respond­
ed with two goals in the last 
five minutes of the half to give 
the Statesmen a 4-2 advantage 
at intermission.
Hobart outshot the Friars 
15-to-7 in the first half and 
was 1-for-l on man-up oppor­
tunities. Providence, however, 
owned a 14-to-13 advantage in 
ground balls in that time.
"We knew we needed to 
really step it up in the second 
half," Tigh said. "The last six 
or seven minutes of the first 
half we just simply let them 
have us. We let up and that 
put us in a bad position for the 
rest of the game."
Hobart's Tyler Cassell con­
tinued his hot shooting early 
in the second half, posting two 
more goals to move the 
Statesmen lead to 6-2 with 
6:15 left to play in the third 
quarter. The Statesmen were 
unable to extend their lead 
any further however, as Tigh 
once again found the back of
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by Al Daniel '11 
Sports Staff
Sophomore forward Laura 
Veharanta —the season-long 
top point-getter for the 
Providence College Women's 
Hockey 
WOMEN'S Team—sponta- 
HOCKEY n e o u s 1 y 
revived her 
insidious, blis­
tering touch to start last 
Saturday's Hockey East 
quarterfinal tilt with the 
Connecticut Huskies.
Cutting square to the front 
porch of the net unchallenged 
while left side linemate senior 
Mari Pehkonen churned with 
the puck to the far comer, 
Veharanta waited for a center­
ing feed, whiffed on her initial 
shot, but then slugged home 
her own rebound.
Just like that, her six-game 
scoring drought was gone in 
16 seconds and the Friars 
already had a critical 1-0 edge 
in a game pitting two defen­
sive-minded programs against 
one another.
"It was good to get on the 
scoreboard early," said 
Veharanta. "Mari [Pehkonen] 
gave me a good pass and 
their defense didn't get back 
quick enough."
That was the key. And it 
made for a refreshing reversal 
of roles for the Friars, who had 
given up the first goal in each of 
their previous four games.
This time, while confronting 
their first genuine do-or-die 
situation after weeks of a self- 
imposed playoff mentality in 
the stretch drive, they caught 
their adversaries flatfooted 
and set the pace for a 3-0 tri­
umph. The win gave the Friars
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Freshman Genevieve Lacasse provided an iron sheet in front of 
the goal against UConn by recording 18 saves en route to her 
sixth shutout of the season.
the opportunity to play New 
Hampshire this Saturday in 
the Women's Hockey East 
Semifinals.
"We were ready," said Head 
Coach Bob Deraney. "We 
learned last week from Boston 
College that you have to be 
ready to play right from the 
very beginning, and we were. 
You know you have a good 
team when you leam lessons 
instead of make mistakes."
For the 59 minutes and 44 
seconds that remained, 
Providence fiercely filtered 
the Huskies' ammo, forcing 
freshman goalie Genevieve 
Lacasse to stop only 18 shots 
by day's end. Another 19 
UConn bids were blocked by 
PC skaters, while 10 more 
were directed wide.
Granted, the Friars' strike 
force wasn't allotted much 
either, cultivating a mere 23 
stabs at Alexandra Garcia. But 
with the early lead to subsist on, 
their expressed priority was 
keeping Lacasse undisturbed.
"Obviously, having offense 
is a great thing," said sopho­
more winger Alyse Ruff, who 
assertively cleared the zone 
twice during PC's final penal­
ty kill late in the second peri­
od. "But I think we're more of 
a defensive team. It starts
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